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Welcome...>>

WELCoME to tHE latest

edition of Living With

Disability.

It’s not long before you can

open the number one on the

advent calendar, so let me be the

first to wish you a happy

Christmas. And as it’s the season

to be jolly we’ve included a couple

of festive articles for you to enjoy

– including a not-to-be-missed

recipe for Stollen.

A step by step guide on

making the traditional festival

treat by one of the bakers at

Camphill, an inspiring community

where people with learning

disabilities live and work.

As always we will be focussing

on the ground-breaking

technologies and inventions that

are making life easier for disabled

people, improvements in access

and travel, opportunities for

education and employment and

the latest break-throughs in

health matters.

Plus of course our great

lifestyle features that highlight

inspiring stories and individual

success.

Such as Steve Brown, the

popular presenter on BBC tV’s

Countryfile, whose life changed

dramatically after he fell from a

first-floor balcony. From that

pivotal moment he went on to

play wheelchair rugby for team

GB at the London 2012

Paralympics, become a presenter

at the Rio 2016 Paralympic

Games and then landed his dream

job on Countryfile.

Jesse Dufton’s adrenalin fix is

climbing, although it’s a bit trickier

for him as he is blind. Jesse spoke

to us about his incredible ‘sixth

sense’ that keeps him going up in

the world and how he became the

first blind person to lead a climb

up a 450ft high sea stack off the

coast of Scotland.

In our feature Roll Models we

hear about the strong bond

between sisters Ailbhe and Izzy

Keane, named in Forbes

Magazine’s most influential

people under 30 in retail and e-

commerce for their stunning Izzy

Wheels wheelchair accessory.

older readers will remember

the television programme ‘that’s

Life’, which featured satirical song

writer Richard Stilgoe. Not quite

so well known is that he is the

founder and driving force behind

the orpheus Centre, an

independent college for disabled

students specialising in the

performing arts.

of course, any self-respecting

magazine covering the festive

season needs a pantomime

feature – oh yes it does – and we

highlight the invaluable work of

the Starburst Foundation, whose

members perform for free to raise

thousands of pounds to pay for

life-changing equipment for

disabled children.

If you have a story to tell email

me at

clive@livingwithdisability.org.uk

or get in touch via our new twitter

@livingwithDisa1
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Your guide to the 10th edition of>>
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Badge parking scheme, a

milestone for disabled access

charity Euan’s Guide and the

autobiography of former

disabled rights campaigner

Sir Bert Massie .

They’re Behind You .................16

the Starburst Foundation takes

centre stage this Christmas with

the traditional pantomime

Aladdin to raise money for life-

changing equipment for disabled

children.

Holding Out for a Hero...........23

the company behind Hero Arm

that’s using cutting-edge

technology to produce multi-

grip bionic hands and 3D

printing to make them look

super cool.

Unlocking the Secrets of

Phantom Limb Pain..................29

A ground-breaking study in to

the ‘pain’ that amputees

regularly say they can feel and

the search to find an effective,

low-cost treatment.

LEGO’s Braille Instructions......39

An initiative by toy company

LEGo bricks that started out as

a kind gesture to help a visually

impaired friend enjoy playing

with the iconic bricks.

Roll Models ................................42

Keane

sisters

named in

Forbes

Magazine’s

most

influential

people under 30 in retail and

e-commerce for their stunning

Izzy Wheels wheelchair

accessory.

Peak Performance....................48

Blind climber Jesse Dufton leads

the way up the old Man of Hoy

and looks forward to next year’s

World Climbing Championships

in Russia.

Equipment>>

News>>
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Entertainment>>
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Headlines....................................54
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happened

when wedding

shop owners

Sarah and

Laura decided

to display one

of their dresses seated in a

wheelchair.

Maggie’s Makeover

Moment ......................................57

Mencap support worker

Maggie Gregor gets a makeover

on national television and a

thank you from popular

presenting duo Phillip Schofield

and Holly Willoughby.

The Kohl Kreatives ..................60

Beauty entrepreneur trishna

Daswaney on her mission to

make everyone look amazing

and her innovative range of

make-up brushes for disabled

people.

Steve Brown is Living the

Dream..........................................64

A regular on BBC tV’s

Countryfile, Steve Brown

explains how a life-changing fall

led to the 2012 London
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Paralympics and a career as a

television presenter.

AskSara .......................................67

the website run by the Disabled

Living Foundation that gives

expert advice from trusted

health professionals and

equipment specialists.

Top Tips on Booking Your

Perfect Holiday ........................69

If you are disabled, booking a

holiday can be a daunting task.

So we asked freelance writer

and disabled mum Lucy Dixon to

talk us through planning the

perfect getaway.

Join the Cue...............................81

Former professional snooker

player Steve Harrison talks about

giving young adults with learning

difficulties their big break.

They Think It’s All Over..........86

the 2018-19 FA Disability Cup

winners and how to get involved

in football for the partially

sighted, amputees, the blind,

those with cerebral palsy and

wheelchair users.

Accessibility & Diversity Key

to Innovation .............................91

£1.2 million East London

Inclusive Enterprise Zone

(ELIEZ) designed for

entrepreneurs and business

leaders who are disabled or

servicing disabled people opens.

Living Life in the

Fast Stream................................95

A fast-track leadership

programme run to attract the

brightest and the best into public-

sector work in the Civil Service.

Lightyear Foundation............107

the organisation looking to

make a difference and on a

mission to link the science

sector to learning and life

opportunities for disabled

people.

College Shines

Light in the Dark ....................114

New College Worcester is like

any other school in every way –

but one.

The Orpheus Centre .............120

Sir Richard Stilgoe talks about

how the power of working

together led to him donating his

family home which could be

yours in the future.

The Land of Bread

and Honey ...............................125

Welcome to Camphill where

residents with learning

disabilities just love to craft,

bake and make the very best of

every part of their lives.

Stollen.......................................128
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to get baking and thanks to this

scrumptious Stollen recipe from

our friends at Camphill you can
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Ad Index ...................................130
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News Round-up>>

Blue Badge Scheme
Extended

PEoPLE WItH HIDDEN

disabilities such as autism,

dementia, Parkinson’s and

arthritis can now apply for blue

badge parking permits.

the scheme’s eligibility

criteria in England have been

expanded by the Department

for transport to include people

who cannot walk without

considerable psychological

distress or risking serious harm.

this will make it easier for

people with conditions such as

anxiety disorders or brain

injuries to travel to work, go out

to meet friends and access

shops and services.

tHE DISABLED ACCESS

charity Euan’s Guide has sent

out 50,000 Red Cord Cards. 

these pocket-sized cards are

placed on emergency red cords in

accessible toilets to remind the

public that the cords should hang

freely all the way to the floor.

Emergency red cords are

designed to save lives, but this is

only possible when they can be

reached by those in distress,

whether they are standing, sitting

or lying on the ground. 

If the cord gets cut short or is

tied up out of reach the

emergency cord is useless. Euan’s

Guide, the home of disabled

access reviews, has been the

driving force behind the

production and distribution of

Red Cord Cards, a simple solution

to prevent this problem from

occurring and make accessible

toilets safer.

the 50,000th card was

installed at Blair Drummond Safari

and Adventure Park. 

Cords can be tied up or moved

by anyone, such as parents with

young children, cleaners or other

members of staff, which is why

these small cards have been

designed as a friendly way to

inform everyone on how the

cords should be left. 

“We’re delighted to hear how

many people now carry Red Cord

Cards around with them wherever

they go, untying cords and adding

our cards to all the accessible

toilets that they visit,” said Euan

MacDonald, co-founder of the

charity Euan’s Guide.

Members of the public can

request Red Cord Cards at no

charge from the charity by going

to www.euansguide.com/redcord

Public places and businesses can

also request Red Cord Cards for

their premises in return for a small

donation to the charity. 

Safety Initiative Reaches
50,000 Milestone

Diary Date

NAIDEx IS EURoPE'S most

established event dedicated to the

independent living and healthcare

industries and will be at the NEC

Birmingham on March 17 and 18 2020.

Attracting over 18,000 visitors from

across the globe, the show brings

together trade and healthcare

professionals and members of the

public for two days of opportunities,

innovation, discovery and education.

As technology continues to evolve

and society advances towards inclusion

and accessibility, Naidex sets itself as

the point of reference for the future

trends set to take over the

independent living and healthcare

industries.

Discover the latest innovations,

meet 400 suppliers, listen to 300

expert-led seminars and interact with

like-minded individuals. Register now

for your free ticket at

https://www.naidex.co.uk/
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News Round-up>>

Movie Inspiration Honoured

A
blue plAque has been put up at the

former Oxfordshire home of disability

rights advocate Robin Cavendish Mbe to

honour his achievements.

Robin, whose story inspired the hit

film breathe, was paralysed from the neck

down in 1958 aged 28 after he caught

polio in Kenya. but despite being

dependent on a mechanical respirator and

doctors’ warnings that he could not survive

out of hospital, he proved them all wrong.

Spurred by a desire to be more mobile,

he co-developed the first wheelchair with

a built-in respirator and went on to

improve the lives of countless other

disabled people through his inventions

and campaigning.

In 1972, Robin founded Netley

Waterside House, a complex on

Southampton Water, where severely

disabled people could holiday safely with

their families. He died in 1994, but his

family founded the charity CS Disabled

Holidays to continue the work he started.

His life was portrayed in the 2017 film

breathe by Oscar-nominated actor

Andrew Garfield. It was directed by Andy

Serkis, famous for playing Gollum in lord

of the Rings, who attended the unveiling

of the blue plaque with Robin’s wife and

son, Jonathan, in the village of

Drayton St leonard.

“We know that for some

people, the possibility of not being

able to find a parking space can

make even leaving the house a

challenge, which is why the Blue

Badge is so important,” said

transport Secretary Grant Shapps.

“the scheme, which is already

a lifeline for so many disabled

people, will make a huge

difference to those with non-

visible conditions.”

Depending on the location,

the permits often enable

holders to park free of charge,

and for up to three hours on

yellow lines. In London

holders are exempt from the

congestion charge.

to find out more about the

Blue Badge Scheme go to

your local council’s website or

https://www.gov.uk/ apply-

blue-badge .

tHE FoUNDER oF L’Arche –

the Ark – has died aged 90.

It was in 1964 that Jean

Vanier visited a friend who was

working as a chaplain for men

with learning difficulties just

outside Paris. So disturbed by

what he saw, Vanier bought a

L'Arche Founder Remembered
house nearby and invited two

men from the institution to

join him. 

there are now 147 L’Arche

centres in 35 countries, where

people with and without

disabilities live together as

equals. there are a further

1,800 Faith and Light support

groups, for people with special

needs and their families and

friends, across 80 nations.

Vanier’s most recent books

– A Cry is Heard: My Path to

Peace and We Need One

Another: Responding to God’s

Call to Live Together – explore

how engaging the weak and

the strong in a community can

lead to fulfilling and

productive lives.

u

Director of the film Breathe Andy

Serkis (left) with Robin’s son Jonathan.

Picture Tom Williams, Oxford Mail.
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0800 246 5692Call now for your free
demonstration and quote or visit

your local mobility shop
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EUAN’S GUIDE AND Disabled Access Day are
calling on disabled people and those closest

to them to take part in the UK’s longest running
Access Survey.

The survey is carried out online between
October and December each year and it enables
anyone with a vested interest in disabled access to
have their say. Questions include how confident
people are in visiting
new places, what
action they take if a
venue has not shared
its disabled access
information, and what they do after visiting
somewhere with good disabled access.

Now in its sixth year, the survey shows an
increasing trend toward disabled people visiting
places which have been recommended by someone
with similar access requirements or where they can
see pictures and read reviews before visiting. 

People are also asked to rate the accessibility
of different kinds of places, including restaurants,
shops, hotels and hospitals. Museums and

galleries have consistently come out on top with
the majority rating them as having typically good
or excellent accessibility. The 2018 survey
revealed that accessibility in pubs and bars was
deemed to be the lowest.

The survey is an important resource for
showing the perceptions and attitudes of disabled
people - and those closest to them - when it

comes to visiting public
places. The survey is open
to disabled people, their
family and friends as well
as individuals who work

closely with disabled people such as carers or
healthcare professionals. 

It is run by Euan’s Guide, the disabled access
charity with an established review platform where
people can find and share disabled access
reviews, and Disabled Access Day, a biennial
event where disabled people are encouraged to
visit new places and try new activities.

To take part in the survey visit
www.euansguide.com/access-survey

Survey to Rate Access for Disabled in UK

u
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News Round-up>>

Let’s Hear It For Signsbury’s

REtAIL GIANt SAINSBURY’S turned one of its

stores into the UK’s first signing supermarket

in an effort to support the hard-of-hearing.

the iconic sign above the Bath’s superstore

door changed to Signsbury’s overnight in a move

to celebrate community inclusivity and encourage

the supermarket’s staff and customers to sign with

one another.

the initiative was part of a scheme launched by

Sainsbury’s to celebrate its 150th anniversary,

giving staff across the UK the opportunity to

volunteer for a cause they felt passionately about.

Led by Store Manager Paul Robertson and deaf

colleague Sam Brook, more than 100 of the Bath

store’s staff took part in British Sign Language

lessons, before opening the doors to Signsbury’s

for four days this summer.

Read All About It
tHE AUtoBIoGRAPHY oF disabled rights

campaigner Sir Bert Massie has recently been

published.

Severely disabled after contracting polio as a

baby in working class Liverpool, Bert Massie found

himself wondering as a

boy why disabled

people were expected

to adapt to the world

around them, and not

the other way round. 

In his teens he was

told by a careers

officer that, as a

wheelchair user, he

was unemployable.

So began a lifetime of

campaigning for

rights for disabled

people.

Battling his way

through prejudice

and the education system to become a Bachelor

of Arts and a qualified social worker, he became a

prominent figure in the fight for fair treatment for

disabled people that led to the ground-breaking

Disability Discrimination Act. He served as Chief

Executive of the charity Radar for 11 years, was

Chairman of the Disability Rights Commission and

became a founding commissioner of the

subsequent Equality and Human Rights

Commission. His extraordinary achievements were

recognised by the award of an oBE, then a CBE

and finally, in 2007, a knighthood. 

A Life Without Limits is his remarkable and

engaging story, completed by his wife Maureen

and friends after his death in october 2017, aged

68, and is available through normal outlets. An

audio version is also available at

https://shop.rnib.org.uk/reading-and-

learning/non-fiction-audiobooks/biography/a-life-

without-limits-disability-rights-activist-and-

advocate-dcd-mto.html
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V
IRtuAl ReAlIty (VR) technology

is undergoing some tough testing

by blind veterans.

National military charity blind

Veterans uK is exploring the uses of

VR and how it could benefit people

living with vision loss.

thanks to the fund-raising efforts

of the proprietors and patrons of the

Coach House in Sussex, who raised

more than £1,500 towards the cost of

two Oculus quest headsets, some of

the charity’s ex-servicemen and

women are seeing clearly.

blind Veterans uK’s technology

expert leon Groombridge explained

how the cutting-edge technology was

allowing veterans for the first time

since experiencing sight loss to see

with clarity.

“those with some residual vision

tend to report that the VR headsets

offer far better visual clarity than real-

life,” said leon. “this could be due to

many factors, but some of it can be

explained by the proximity of the

headset to the eyes as well as the

brightness of the light. Colours will

often appear more saturated and with

increased levels of colour contrast. For

those that are visually impaired this

can mean that images are more distinct

and objects are easier to locate.”

Since 1915 blind Veterans uK has

provided rehabilitation, training,

practical advice and emotional support

to tens of thousands of blind veterans.

to find out more

www.blindveterans.org.uk

Signing several common words and phrases the

staff greeted hard of hearing customers to the

store and helpful screens demonstrated the signs

to encourage all customers to get involved and

pick up the basics of sign language – even if it

was just words like milk, trolley and bananas.

Signsbury’s even got the thumbs up from

Rachel Shenton, the oscar winning screenwriter

of the Silent Child who famously signed her 2018

acceptance speech.

“It’s been brilliant to see the colleagues of

Sainsbury’s be so engaged in the idea and it’s a

great step towards inclusivity for the deaf

community,” said Rachel, an ambassador of the

National Deaf Children’s Society.

“this feels like the start of something exciting

and I hope it encourages more people to get

involved.”

Veterans’
View on

Virtual Reality

u

From left to right: Sam Brook, Rachel Shenton

and Store Manager Paul Robertson.
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I was on my own when I fell...

...but I wasn’t alone
The London Borough Of Redbridge Lifeline and Telecare Service has been helping residents to live
independently in their own homes for over thirty years. If you suffer a fall or any other medical
emergency and are unable to get to a telephone, help is available at the press of a button, 24
hours a day, 365 days a year.

Our fully First Aid trained Visiting & Response Team are also on hand from 6.30am to 11.00pm, and carry equipment
especially designed to lift a fallen person who is not in need of medical assistance, but just can’t get up from the floor.

Please call our Control Centre on 020 8708 5897, where any one of the dedicated Team will be happy to provide further
information, or visit www.redbridge.gov/lifeline
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News Round-up>>

Calls for more
Accessible Homes

AYoUGoV PoLL claims that most people in Britain are

not able to welcome wheelchair users into their homes

due to poor access.

the poll follows research that revealed under a quarter

(23%) of new homes to be built outside London by 2030 are

planned to be accessible, despite a rapidly ageing population.

the YouGov poll, commissioned by accessible housing

provider Habinteg, surveyed 2,014 people in England, Wales

and Scotland and revealed:

l only 1 in 5 (21%) say a wheelchair user would reasonably

be able to access all areas of their home

l Almost 7 in 10 (69%) confirmed that such manoeuvrability

would not be possible

l Under a third of respondents in England (31%) felt that

wheelchair users would be able to make use of the

appliances in their home including accessing the

wardrobes and opening fridges/ovens

typical reasons why homes are inaccessible include steps

into the front door, width of doors into and around the house

and bathrooms that are located upstairs.

According to Habinteg this level of poor access is having a

detrimental impact on the health and quality of life of

disabled people and their families and they are calling on the

government to urgently change national policy to ensure all

new homes are built to accessible and adaptable standards.  

“Habinteg’s founding mission was to ensure that disabled

people and non-disabled

people can live together as

neighbours,” said Sheron

Carter, CEo at Habinteg.

“the poll results show

how far we have yet to go

as a society. they reinforce

what we have known for a

long time, that the

government and local

authorities are simply not

doing enough for our

disabled and older

population.” l

M
IKE BRACE CBE DL was

blinded by a firework at the

age of 10. 

Despite this, he is a former

Paralympic skier, social worker and

leader of disabled charities. He was

Chief Executive of Vision 2020 UK

and served as Chairman of the

British Paralympic Association. He

was awarded an oBE in 2005 and a

CBE in 2009 for Services to

Disabled Sport and was appointed

as a Deputy Lieutenant of London

in 2016.

What you would call leading a

full and colourful life – the early

years of which were detailed in the

first part of his autobiography,

Where There’s A Will, published

in 1981.

Now there’s a second part –

Don’t Ask Me, Ask the Dog, which

starts with Mike’s account of his

appearance on ‘this Is Your Life’

with the legendary Eamonn

Andrews and covers his sporting

activities and his role as a member

of the bid team for London 2012

olympic and Paralympic Games. 

Both books are available from

Amazon in print and ‘E’ format or

from RNIB talking Books.

Another Page Turner

Sheron Carter.
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A D V E R T O R I A L

M
any people living with a brain injury

or other cognitive impairment will

come into contact with the Court of

Protection ("COP"). Some will be told that

they do not have capacity for specific types

of decisions, most commonly financial.

Those individuals might see this as a sign

that their freedom is over. It is important to

emphasise that this is not the case, because

a person's capacity to make decisions can improve.

This year a case came to the COP regarding PBM, a

man in his mid-twenties, engaged to be married, who

had acquired a brain injury as an infant. He had

previously been deemed to lack capacity for financial

decisions, was unaware of the size of his estate, and had

a court-appointed Deputy. PBM had a clear motivation

to move on with his life and the court was asked to

decide whether he had capacity to get married, enter into

a pre-nuptial agreement, make a will, and be told the size

and nature of his estate.

Happily, the judge found that PBM

had capacity to make decisions on all of

those matters.  Individuals who have

financial Deputies will find that their

capacity to make other decisions is

questioned. The judge in this case

acknowledged that a Deputy has a

responsibility to apply to the Court for a

decision to be made. The takeaway is that, when such

an application is made, it can ultimately result in

greater clarity for the individual in question and enable

them to move forward with their life.

Case: PBM v TGT & Local Authority (2019) EWCOP 6.

t: 0114 267 5588    www.wrigleys.co.uk

The Court of Protection – not the end of the road

Jane Netting

A D V E R T O R I A L

BRIAN BARR SOLICITORS are a

specialist firm of solicitors whose

expertise is in chronic pain and

serious injury litigation.

They specialise in

personal injury claims

involving CRPS,

fibromyalgia, chronic

pain, serious and

catastrophic injuries,

and brain injuries, and

also assist with critical

illness policy claims.

They are a dedicated team who

are passionate about helping their

clients in a caring, understanding

and professional manner. They

pride themselves on providing

expert support and advice in your

time of need and securing the

compensation you

deserve. In any accident

or  insurance claim,

transferring your claim

from your current

solicitor to Brian Barr

Solicitors will be easy

and hassle-free.

If you think you may

have a claim, please contact them

on 0161 737 9248 or email at

info@brianbarr.co.uk

A D V E R T O R I A L
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Entertainment>>

They’re Behind You!
The Starburst Foundation

pantomime genies will be making

wishes come true this Christmas.

W
HEN tHE StARBURSt Foundation

pantomime company brings the tale of

Aladdin to life this December, they’ll be raising

more than the roof.

Every single member of the cast will be performing

for free – to raise thousands of pounds to pay for life-

changing equipment, donated to disabled children

across Hampshire, Berkshire and Surrey. 

More than 5,500 happy theatregoers will be

heading to the Harlington in Fleet from December

12 – 28 to enjoy some festive fun from the multi-

award-winning group. 

But the real feelgood factor lasts all year long, as

the Starburst Foundation is a registered charity

that uses profits from the pantomime, along with

those from summer musicals, an annual black tie

ball every autumn and various sponsored events

undertaken by local supporters to fund urgent

requests from local parents and carers who need
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Great reviews
Pete’s not exaggerating there. A quick flick through

Starburst’s recent reviews from the National

operatic and Dramatic Association include ‘From

the richly coloured storybook opening to the

inevitable wedding at the end, this show was a

delight from start to finish’ and  ‘a polished show

that was full of fun and left the audience happily

humming on the way out!’.  

“We use the profits from our shows to pay for

items that families and carers can’t get from the

NHS,” explains Pete. “that could mean walkers,

wheelchairs, optical equipment or iPad holders.

We’ve even just paid for an assistive dog, Cooper, for

a young man, Evan who has autism, attention deficit

hyperactivity disorder, low muscle tone, moderate

learning difficulties and global development delay.

Cooper will comfort him when he’s anxious, helping

to build his confidence and focus.”

Focus on making a difference
Pete and his team currently make up to 15 -20

donations a year: each donation can cost up to

£3,000 for specialist equipment.

“We really focus on

something that’s for the child,”

he emphasises. “that means we

won’t fund something wider like

relaying a garden or paving a

driveway.”

Parents and carers can make

their applications via the

Starburst Foundation website –

their requests are often

supported by expert advice from

occupational therapists or

physiotherapy teams who provide

valuable evidence about the

difference equipment will make.

the Starburst team then talks to the family and

presents evidence to the charity’s volunteer

working group who have the final say on whether

to fund the application.

Entertainment>>

help to buy equipment to improve quality of life

for their children.

the Starburst project was founded in 1991 by

Pete Woodford. Pete’s parents had helped set

up the UK branch of the hugely successful

Make-A-Wish Foundation and he quickly found

himself involved in a whole variety of fundraising

activities, involving mountains to marathons.

Life-changing equipment
He decided to branch out and set up Starburst

when he made the decision to donate direct to

families – to buy equipment, rather than fund

experiences, which could change a youngster’s

life for good.

Pete, now Chair of the

Foundation, set up a theatre

group to satisfy a lifetime

ambition. “I love performing

and took part in all the shows

for years,” he says. “I’ve made

the way for other performers

with better memories now,

but will always cherish my

time playing the Dame,

especially one of the Ugly

Sisters on stage.

“our performers are all

volunteers – but the

standards are amazing.

Everyone auditions and we end up with a cast of

more than 50 supported by back stage staff,

costume designers, box office and front of house

staff. We’ve won 11 awards and the reviews are

always good.”

Scene from

Hairspray.

u
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H
ull New Theatre and

Hull City Hall offer

world-class entertainment

for a wide and diverse

audience and are

committed to ensuring

everyone can access and

enjoy performances at both

iconic venues.

Following a £16m

refurbishment Hull New

Theatre has upgraded its

facilities including a new

level entrance, increased

number of wheelchair

spaces with discounted

seats for carers, improved

accessible toilets and lifts

providing access to various

floors including the new

restaurant.

There are Access

Performances offering

audio described, captioned,

relaxed and signed services

for a variety of top-class

shows at Hull New Theatre.

Hull City Hall also has

full access, lifts, and

wheelchair spaces for both

seated and standing events.

Both venues welcome

assistant dogs and have

systems to assist hearing

and visually impaired

customers.

01482 300 306 and

www.hulltheatres.co.uk
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Entertainment>> Widow Twankey

from Aladdin.

“We’re supported by the most

amazing group of volunteers,” Pete adds.

“Everyone subscribes to the ‘Starburst

Way’: it’s a family, it’s friendly, loving,

caring with a big welcome as soon as

you come in the door. It’s more than a

charity now, it’s a social circle where

everyone feels valued and that they’re

doing something valuable.”

Pete’s already a busy man. As well as acting as

Chair of the Starburst Foundation, he’s just stepped

away from his role as Associate Professor of

Paramedicine at St George’s University of London,

to spend two years, studying for his Doctor of

Business qualification. 

But to help grow funding for the group’s

charitable giving, this autumn saw him open the

Starburst Academy, an acting, dancing and singing

theatre academy for youngsters. the

Academy, he hopes, will support the

local community across several

platforms. First, it’ll help young people

to find a voice through performing,

building their confidence, resilience

and giving them transferable skills for

later life. Second, it’ll provide yet more

funding to make more charitable

donations and support local children in making a

change to their lives. It will drive values across all

they do in performance to lay the foundations of

decent and proper relationships (respect,

commitment, honesty, timeliness, empathy). they

will also  sponsor a small group of local children from

disadvantaged backgrounds to attend the Academy

for free.

So if you’re based in the south of England and

Rapunzel - a German

fairy tale.

u
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Entertainment>>

there’s an extra special performance 

of Aladdin on Sunday December 15

at 10.30am for youngsters who’d

normally find it difficult to go to 

the theatre. 
“We always have a dedicated show on the first

Sunday of our run where everyone’s welcome and

no-one’s expected to sit quietly in their seat,” Pete

explains. “Lots of parents have told us they’ve

been asked to leave venues because their child

might have a condition which means they shout

out, or find it difficult to sit still. 

“We open up that performance and it’s always

amazing. Kids are running up and down the aisles,

making noise and having a great time. the cast

love that show, too, as the audience really lets

them know what a great time they’re having.

they’re very keen to come down after the final

curtain and meet the audience too.”

Snow White.

looking for a great way to celebrate Christmas, check

out Starburst Foundation’s Aladdin pantomime this

Christmas www.starburstfoundation.com/panto

Find out more
You can join Starburst, helping make a difference to

lives of youngsters in Berkshire, Hampshire and

Surrey – oh yes, it is. If you fancy trying the theatre

Academy please check out the Starburst  website:

www.sta-uk.net or just turn up for your free taster

class 30 Grosvenor Road, Aldershot, GU11 3EB, every

Saturday starting at 10am (finishes1pm). l

Snow Queen.
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S
INCE LUKE SKYWALKER sported a robotic

hand in the iconic film the Empire Strikes Back,

advances in technology mean that such bionic limbs

are no longer the stuff of science fiction.

this technological revolution is opening-up a

world of possibilities for healthcare. Leading the

way is open Bionics, a company whose super cool

Hero Arm multi-grip bionic hand is grabbing the

headlines and the attention of below the elbow

amputees.

the seed was sown back in 2007, when a

teenage Joel Gibbard was fascinated by robotic

hands. He watched as the technology evolved,

followed his dream to study robotics at Plymouth

University and took on the challenge of producing

an advanced prosthetic that was affordable and

desirable as his final year project.

Equipment>>

Holding Out
For A Hero
By Clive Davis

page 27 u
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Independent Living Consultants
Your local mobility dealer

l Scooters & wheelchairs
l Stairlifts & bath lifts

l Posture seating
l Small aids

l Powered beds
Please call for a free brochure

01494 443933
10 Cross Court, Plomer Green Avenue, Downley,

High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 5UW

www.independentliv.co.uk

Established over
15 years

BHTA
Approved

A D V E R T O R I A L

Easy-fit Duvet covers
revolutionise bedmaking!

Using our unique design, four sides of

the duvet cover can be opened to

allow easy access when you are fitting your

duvet inside your duvet cover.

Once you have used and experienced this

product you won't just be impressed with

the way that the Easy-Fit Duvet Cover

simplifies bedmaking, you will tell all your

friends!

The new design duvet cover is far easier to

use than any other duvet covers currently

on sale across stores.

The Easy-fit Duvet cover has been

designed to take the hassle out of bed

making and make it a simple and quick

procedure to change your duvet cover.

With zips on all four sides, Easy-Fit duvet

covers are available in all sizes from single

to super king size and in a range of

colours, patterns and designs.

Go to our website www.easyfitbedding.com

to view video and see designs, prices and

current offers or telephone 01902 734375.
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Pivotell products are widely used by
Health and Social Care professionals
as part of a care package for
vulnerable older people and those
with learning difficulties who have
difficulty remembering to take their
medication.  

Right Pills at the Right Time
Pivotell automatic pill dispensers and reminders are highly effective
in helping vulnerable adults remember to take their medication. Their
use often results in improved health, more independence and a
better quality of life. 

Although the dispensers are used mainly by people with poor
memory such as those with Alzheimer’s and dementia, they also
benefit patients with conditions including Parkinson’s, mental health
issues, learning difficulties, physical difficulties, patients with long-
term medical conditions who have to take many different tablets
per day, as well as the partially sighted and blind.

The Pivotell Mk3/11 and Advance automatic pill dispensers remind
the user to take their medication by means of an alarm and flashing
light.  They will make the correct dose available at the correct time
of day or night whilst keeping other pills locked and out of sight.

Pivotell also offer the Advance model with a GSM module allowing
the dispenser to send messages via SMS, email or the Jointly app by
Carers UK. This dispenser has the added benefit of sending
text/email/app messages to up to three family members or carers
to confirm that medication has or has not been dispensed from the
device at the medication time. If necessary, this enables appropriate
action to be taken to check on the wellbeing of the user before a
potentially adverse event occurs.

Innovative Medication Aids for those
Lacking Dexterity in their Hands
Pivotell Pill Popper - Many people find it difficult to pop
tablets out of blister packs and loading dossettes or pill
dispenser trays can also be tricky. The Pivotell Pill Popper makes

removing pills and placing them in a tray or
dossette easier and more accurate. Simply place
the transparent tube over the correct
compartment and pop the tablet out of the
blister packet making sure it enters the
intended compartment via the tube.

Pivotell Pill Organisers – are a new type of
dossette box with an innovative roller shutter

system.  There are no irritating compartment doors
protruding and the opening action is very smooth.

Available in 2 sizes (small and large) and two colours (red and blue).

Vibratime Vibrating Reminder Watch
With a silent, but strong vibration, the Vibratime has up to 8
vibrating alarms which can be set per day to remind adults and
children of a variety of essential tasks such as taking their
medication, getting up and moving about, visiting the bathroom,
that they need to drink and eat, etc. 

The vibrations will last for up to 20 seconds, except for the first
alarm of the day that will vibrate for up to 40 seconds so that it
can be used as a wake up alarm.  The alarm can be cancelled by
simply pressing either button.

The Vibratime has a rechargeable battery, which can be charged
easily through a USB connection (included). The watch will be
recharged within 2 hours and will then last for several days.

The Vibratime is supplied in black with the choice of 5 bright
colours for an optional extra strap: pink, red, grey, blue
and purple.

Customer Reviews:
‘Brilliant aid for confusion at pill taking time’ - Amazon
Customer, March 2018

‘I ordered the Pivotell Advance Dispenser for my father
(Dementia) because he was taking incorrect pills during the
course of the day (I used a regular daily dispenser). This device
is godsend. Very simple to use by my father and took 30
minutes or so to setup (great videos online). Brilliant guys,
brilliant – Feefo Review, March 2019

Customer Reviews:
‘Brilliant absolutely brilliant. This pill popper deserves top
marks. Anyone who has difficulty using their hands to pop
pills out of their blisters this product is a must buy solution’ -
Amazon Customer, May 2019

‘This device is great didn't break any pills and handled all the
different shapes and sizes with ease, would recommend to
anyone with dexterity problems or have a lot of medication
to sort’ – Amazon Customer, May 2019

Customer Reviews:
‘I have to take medication four times daily; this is the perfect
way of not forgetting. A superb product’ - Amazon Customer,
July 2019

‘Great watch, does exactly what it says on the tin, keeps good
time and you can't miss the vibrating alarm, warns me that I
need to take my medication. Would recommend’ – Feefo
Review, August 2019

For more information on Pivotell, please visit our website www.pivotell.co.uk or call us on 01799 550 979

A D V E R T O R I A L
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“What was available back then in terms of

bionic hands with multi-grip functionality were

of course amazing pieces of engineering, but

they cost tens of thousands of pounds which

for most amputees was simply not affordable

and certainly not available on the NHS,”

said Joel.

“the alternative was and still is a choice of

two fairly rudimentary prosthetics, a hook-

type or a gripper, which just opened and

closed. Which is a surprisingly limited choice

when one in every 1,000 people in the UK is

an amputee. 

After hundreds of prototypes and countless

hours of hardware and software refinement

Joel was getting close to his goal, thanks to

the rapid advances in 3D printing – yes, the

Hero Arm is 3D printed.

In 2014 he teamed-up with Samantha

Payne and co-founded open Bionics. the

Bristol based duo launched an initial Indiegogo

crowdfunding campaign, which highlighted the

demand and enthusiasm for their work by

raising £40,000 to develop the technology.

the company’s work certainly didn’t go

unnoticed as open Bionics scooped a James Dyson

Award (in 2015), a Wired Social Innovation Award

(in 2016), and a $1 million UAE AI & Robotics

International Award for Good, all of which gave

open Bionics the platform it needed to create the

Hero Arm.

But it’s the look of a Hero Arm that really

catches the eye and underlines the company’s

mantra of ‘turning disabilities into superpowers’.

Because as if cutting-edge bionic arms weren’t cool

enough, open Bionics has a royalty free agreement

with Disney to produce a range of Hero Arm

covers, including designs from the Star Wars,

Marvel and Frozen universes. 

“the unique covers for the Hero Arm are

custom-made using innovative 3D-printing and 3D-

scanning techniques and it goes without saying the

feedback we’ve received from parents has been

particularly rewarding,” said Joel.

Equipment>>

u

Joel Gibbard and Samantha Payne.
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“Yes the technology is cutting

edge, giving wearers the same

movement and dexterity of a

biological arm, but it makes no

efforts to imitate one in

appearance.

“So for children, the uniquely

designed covers illustrating their

favourite movies make them feel

like a superhero. It makes them

feel confident and we know that

public reaction to a Hero Arm can

have a huge positive psychological

impact on the wearer.”

the open Bionics team has

created an innovative bionic hand, light and small

enough for those as young as eight – ground-

breaking in the prosthetics field. For older children

who outgrow their prosthetics quickly, often

changing them once or twice a year, it makes the

low-cost Hero Arm option very appealing.

Bionic hands with multi-grip functionality can cost

up to £60,000 from private providers. the Hero Arm

costs between £9,000 and £15,000 and open Bionics

is working to get that down to nearer £5,000.

“the fitting process for most prosthetic limbs is

often tricky, demanding refinements based on the

patient’s feedback over time,” added Joel. “But

using a 3D scan ensures a custom design that’s

perfectly fitted to the wearer.

“the lightweight prosthesis works using sensors

to detect the muscles in the wearer’s arms – in

much the same way that contracting and relaxing

those muscles controls a biological hand.”

Other features include:
• Lights, sounds, and vibrations: a suite of tools that

gives wearers feedback on the status of their

bionic hand

• Posable wrist, which can be rotated through

180 degrees

• Posable thumb, to help the wearer pick up

small objects

• Proportional control, which allows wearers to

control the speed of finger movements for

delicate tasks

• A breathable removable socket for enhanced

ventilation and ease of cleaning

• Powered by high-performance motors, advanced

software and long-lasting batteries

on the back of what Joel calls the company’s

basic model, there are plans to explore   the

passion for physical activity of below elbow

amputee adults and children - to adapt the

prosthetic template of Hero Arm to allow them to

play tennis, cricket and a wide range of sports.

Further down the line the team hopes to expand

their expertise beyond hands, into artificial legs,

ankles, knees and exoskeletons for people who

have suffered strokes or paralysis. there are also

plans to partner with charities, universities and

research institutions globally to bring the

technology to developing countries.

In the meantime, following the successful first

stage of a world-first clinical trial in 2017 to make

affordable bionic arms available for children in the

UK, open Bionics is working with the Bristol

Centre for Enablement, Bath University and

Gyrobot on expanding the trial to involve multiple

NHS clinics around the UK.

to find out more www.openbionics.com l

Equipment>>
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D
ESPItE tHE FACt that the limb’s been

removed, amputees regularly report that they

feel as though it’s still there, a sensation that can also

include the experience of pain, from slight to severe,

with around 80% of upper limb amputees reporting

painful sensations.

An internet search for ‘how do you treat phantom

pain?’ reveals more than 13 million global results –

with no conclusive answer. 

Now one UK researcher has launched an initial

three-year project to look into phantom pain, its

causes and reasons for varying severity, laying the

foundations, she hopes, to help find effective, low-

cost treatment for sufferers in the future.

Victoria Root, a PhD student at University of

oxford, has joined forces with the Plasticity Lab at

University College London to look into phantom pain.

She’s now half way through a three-year study into

the subject, first identified by a French military

surgeon in 1551, first documented after the

American Civil War in 1866 and clinically

documented in detail in 1948 in Germany.

Vicky was awarded funding from the Medical

Research Council via the Nuffield Department of

Clinical Neurosciences Scholarship and is now

working with groups of volunteers in London and

oxford who are about to, or have had, upper limb

amputations. the Plasticity Lab also works with

those who were born without an upper limb and

those with alternative neuropathic injuries (such as

brachial plexus injury patients) to address the wider

questions of: how does the brain compensate for

hand loss? How are prosthetic limbs represented by

the brain? And how is phantom pain similar, and or

different, to other chronic pain patients?

Look to the hand
“Every part of the body maps into a different area in

the brain and we’re particularly interested in two

parts, the motor cortex and the somatosensory

cortex,” she explains. “the motor cortex controls the

execution of movement. the somatosensory cortex

is responsible for processing sensation”. 

“the way your body is represented in your brain

isn’t proportionate to the size of your body

parts. We’re studying upper limb amputees because

the hand has the most detailed ‘map’ in the brain.

We can see this thanks to modern technology like

MRI scanners which have only been around for

about 40 years. 

Health>>

Unlocking the secrets of

phantom limb pain

Many people who lose an
arm or a leg after an accident

or surgery talk about the
persistent sensation of the

missing limb. 

page 32 u
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Reflux causes heartburn, a feeling of

something stuck in the chest, excess

saliva and phlegm and more. It affects

10 to 20% of the otherwise-fit 

population but is poorly understood

by many: both its cause and its

treatment options.

The first thing is that you know your

body better than anyone else, if you

experience these symptoms then they

are real - don’t let anybody persuade you

that they are not. The reflux may already

be doing harm to the soft tissues in your

upper esophagus.

The most common cause of reflux is

a sliding hiatal hernia. In normal

conditions your stomach is positioned

below the diaphragm (hiatus) in your

stomach cavity, and the valve at its neck

allows food and drink to enter your

stomach. Think of this as a one-way

trapdoor. If the muscle of the diaphragm

has a weakness or rupture (hernia) the

neck of your stomach can sometimes

slide up into the chest cavity

allowing its contents to

reflux into the

esophagus and up

towards your mouth.

There is a

temptation when you

experience this reflux to think that it is the

food and drink that you consumed that

caused the problem. Changes in what

you eat or drink are widely discussed,

and dietary changes may help, but what

effect do they have on the real problem:

the hernia?

Published NHS guidelines have, until

now, restricted treatment advice to three

phases. The first is to improve lifestyle:

lose weight, drink less alcohol, raise the

head of your bed, don’t got to bed too

soon after eating - all sensible stuff. The

second stage is the most commonly

deployed: medication. Proton Pump

Inhibitor (PPI) drugs are prescribed to

reduce the effect of the reflux. They make

the stomach acids less corrosive but

unfortunately, they also make them less

effective at extracting all the necessary

nutrients from your food too; research it,

and you will find that the reduced take-up

of some essential minerals is a

contributor to osteoporosis. The third

option is surgical intervention that most

people feel must remain a final choice if

all else fails.

You may be wondering what the

above treatments have to do with

repairing a muscle weakness – and you’d

be right to.

IQoro® is medical device – not a

drug, a simple hand-held training device

that enables you treat the hernia in your

diaphragm muscle. Once we understand

that the underlying cause is muscular

then this all makes sense. When a

footballer injures a muscle, he reports to

the training ground for exercises

designed to rebuild

that muscle (they

seldom recommend

a diet change!). He

carries out this training

by doing the prescribed

exercises, using his brain to

command the affected muscles

to flex. These muscles are controlled by

his conscious or “voluntary” brain signals.

Unfortunately, the same is not true of the

lower part of our esophagus, the muscles

around the hiatus canal and many others

in the swallowing system – these are

commanded by our “involuntary” or

autonomic processes.

IQoro is a tool that makes it easy to

reach and train these muscles, and to

stimulate and rejuvenate the nerve

systems that carry messages from the

muscles to the brain and back again. You

train for just 1½ minutes per day to

activate and rebuild all the muscles and

neurological pathways involved in the

swallowing process, including those that

need to be rebuilt in your hiatus hernia. 

The UK’s National Institute for Health

and Care Excellence has issued a

briefing entitled “IQoro for hiatus hernia”

which was a result of a two-year process

of NICE experts reviewing scientific

evidence alongside eminent expert

commentators employed in the NHS. It

includes the quote, 

“The innovative aspects are that IQoro

is the only device available for treating

hiatus hernia with oral, neuromuscular

training and an exercise regime. The

intended place in therapy would be as an

alternative to long-term proton pump

inhibitor (PPI) treatment or laparascopic

fundoplication surgery in people with

hiatus hernia.”

IQoro is a CE-marked, Class 1

Medical Device, not yet available on

prescription in the UK but currently used

by more than 15 000 people. At the

IQoro website you can read more about

your condition, the device itself, how

to use it and how to purchase it,

and a link to the full NICE briefing

too. Read dozens of patient

stories there, including Jane

from High Wycombe. Asked if

she would recommend IQoro to

someone with the same difficulties, 

she says:

“Absolutely! Training is simple, it takes

maximum a couple of minutes per day

and you can avoid medicines. It might

sound like a cliché, but I have got my life

back again thanks to IQoro.”

www.iqoro.com

Contact us at info@iqoro.com or

Telephone 020 396 607 23

Reflux, heartburn and GORD.
It’s not in your mind, it’s in your muscle.
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“When someone loses a limb, for them it has

immediate functional consequences. But while an

arm might be gone in real life, it’s still got a

representation in the brain – and that’s what we

believe might contribute to phantom pain. their

brain doesn’t adapt to their changed physical state,

and continues to send messages to the nerve

endings previously associated with the missing limb.

their motor cortex is still engaging, expecting to be

able to create movement.”

Vicky is currently working with groups of 20

volunteer amputees who are helping her to look at

changes in representation in the brain, to determine

how it’s mapping the limbs that aren’t there, so she

can start to create a model for treatment, to help re-

educate the brain to the body’s changed state.

“We have some wonderful participants, who come

to work with us after recommendations

from doctors working in rehabilitation, and we are

actively looking for more people who would be willing

to work with us,” she says. “they come to oxford or

London where they are observed in MRI

Health>>

'The hand has the most detailed 'map' in the brain

and there's still lots to learn. Vicky is now looking for

more participants in her study to improve our

knowledge and future treatments.'

Victoria Root.

We’re collecting

masses of data,

about people’s

experiences,

reactions and

pain levels.

page 34 u
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Ultra Bee Exeskin Balm offers

Nourishment and Moisturising Relief

for Dry and Sensitive Skin and

Scalp. Uniquely formulated with

100% Natural Plant and Beehive

Ingredients it contains a multitude of

Vitamins, Nutrients, Enzymes, Fatty

acids and Anti-oxidants that not only

Moisturise, Nurture, Repair and

Protect but also importantly help

Feed your Skin. No harsh chemicals,

parabens, colourants or perfumes.
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scanners for up to an hour at a time so we can

observe them moving their phantom limb and

analyse the relationship to brain activity, pain

processing and their reported phantom pain. 

“At the moment we’re collecting masses of data,

about people’s experiences, reactions, pain levels,

complementing the neuroimaging data with

personal descriptions.

We’re also sharing that

data so other scientists

around the world can

confirm or challenge our

information.

“Next year, we’ll use

that data to create an

experiment to test our

thinking and our findings,

so it’s vital that we have a

broad volunteer base to

work with.

“the ultimate aim, of course, is to develop

clinical applications leading to actual treatment –

we know phantom pain is a combination of

physiological and psychological symptoms and we

really want to develop low cost, scalable treatments

that could make a difference to hundreds of

thousands of people in the future.” l
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Want to take part?
If you’re an upper limb amputee, about to
undertake or have had an amputation, or an
individual who was born without a limb, and
would like to take part in this study, Victoria Root
would love to hear from you. to contact her,
simply email her at plasticitylab@ucl.ac.uk. to
find out more, you can visit the team’s website
https://plasticity-lab.com/

Anyone taking part in the study will be paid,
with additional hotel and travel costs covered too
if needed. 

A D V E R T O R I A L

Police Care UK and the Police treatment Centres have launched a

strategic partnership that establishes a centre of excellence to

better care for those who suffered psychological harm because of

their policing role.

Recent research published by Police Care UK has revealed that

more than 90% of police officers will be exposed to multiple traumatic

incidents during their career, and that 1in5 serving police personnel are

currently living with symptoms of PtSD. this is further supported by

the recent revelations that a police officer dies by suicide every two

weeks.

the new Centre of Excellence will be built at the Police treatment

Centres St Andrews site in Harrogate and will focus its efforts on

building RESILIENCE to better support the wellbeing of officers and

staff and providing ACCESS to tREAtMENt that reflects the needs

of policing, including Post traumatic Stress. this will be a national

specialist facility to support all regions of the UK.

the initiative is a collaboration between the two charities, with

funding from both organisations and a grant from the

LIBoR fund. Building works are expected to

commence early 2020 with the charities aiming to pilot

the new treatment service by early 2021.

Police Care UK Chief Executive Gill Scott-Moore

said, “Policing has always been a dangerous career, but

the psychological harm from repeated trauma

exposure has only recently begun to be understood,

thanks to research like that funded by Police Care UK.

this new Centre of Excellence is the first step towards

better access to psychological treatment for serving

and veteran police officers and staff who need it – something we’ve

been strongly advocating for.”

90% of police personnel will be exposed to repeated trauma

during their career, and the lack of specialist treatment for police

veterans is compounding the impact on health and wellbeing. this has

a cumulative effect on their overall health and wellbeing, including

increased risk of cardiovascular disease, gastrointestinal issues, fatigue,

anxiety, and immune disorders such as IBS.

In addition to enabling access to new and much needed services,

the project will also see an expansion to the existing Psychological

Wellbeing Programme at the Police treatment Centres.

Police treatment Centres Chief Executive Patrick Cairns said,

“Charities like ours have seen a near 25% increase in demand for our

services in treating mental health and wellbeing issues the last year

alone. Policing is, quite literally, breaking our Police officers and staff,

and much of the treatment and support needed to recover is being

delivered by police charities such as the Police treatment Centres.”

Gill Scott-Moore said, “Police Care UK is

committed to reducing the impact of harm on police

and families. Partnering with the Police treatment

Centres to develop a Centre of Excellence allows us

to combine our knowledge, expertise, and resources

to better support those we care for. together, we can

better enable serving and veteran police officers and

staff, and volunteers to recover and rebuild their lives

following psychological harm.

www.policecare.org.uk

New police centre of excellence for mental health
announced by Police Care UK
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Reconnective Healing Connects you to the source of
all Healing – the Universe.  It benefits you physically,

mentally, emotionally and/or spiritually. 

It is an evolving Quantum Bandwidth of frequencies
most appropriate for our time.

You might be infirm or super fit, young
or elderly, curious or desperate, all

who encounter these new frequencies
will benefit.

ENERGY HEALTHCARE

www.sharingreconnectivelight.co.uk
Further information www.thereconnection.com

Tel: 07740188833
Normal fees for Reconnective Healing £80.00.

Most people have between 1 to a max of 3 sessions.
333 Euros for the Personal Reconnection.

This is a once in a lifetime. 
Practices in Highbury & Islington, London & Kingston, Surrey.

Reconnective Healing
and the

Personal Reconnection
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F
oLLoWING oUR LASt

edition’s exciting cover

story about Lego Braille

Bricks, the innovative toy

company has unveiled

another initiative to help

visually impaired children

enjoy playing with the iconic

bricks.

Using the very latest AI

software LEGo ® Audio &

Braille Instructions

translates LxFML data

(LEGo Exchange Format

Mel Script) from visual

instructions to text based

descriptions for braille and

voice commanded

instructions.

But the ambitious global

pilot project being rolled out

by the LEGo Group and

funded by the LEGo

Foundation started out as the simple idea of a blind

youngster and a gesture of kindness by his friend.

Although born blind, Matthew Shifrin developed a

strong passion for LEGo play. However, he always

needed assistance when it came to specific LEGo

building instructions.

“I had a friend, Lilya, who would write down all

the building steps for me so that I could upload them

into a system that allowed me to read the building

steps on a Braille reader through my fingers,”

explained Matthew. “She learned Braille to engage

with me and support my LEGo passion, and then

spent countless hours translating LEGo instructions

into Braille”. 

Shifrin would pore over

his customized instructions

to create models such as the

LEGo Creator Expert

Sydney opera House and

London tower Bridge, the

latter of which required over

850 pages. For the first time

ever, he was able to build

LEGo sets by himself

without being dependent on

someone else guiding him

through the instructions.

“this is extremely

important for blind children

because there aren’t a lot of

times when we can say,

‘Look Mum and Dad! I built

this on my own… I did this’”

said Shifrin. “Blind children

can’t see what sighted kids

can see. LEGo bricks enable

us to learn about our

environment, to see the world. It is so important

because blind kids get left out of a lot of social stuff,

especially in elementary school. But LEGo building is

one of the things we can do.”

When Lilya sadly passed away in 2017 Matthew

was inspired to honour her memory by ensuring

others benefitted from her idea of creating LEGo

building instructions for those with no or limited

sight. through a friend at the MIt (Massachusetts

Institute of technology) Media Lab he was

introduced to the Creative Play Lab at the LEGo

Group.

“Matthew’s story demonstrates the power of

LEGo play,” said Fenella Blaize Charity, Creative u

LEGO’s Braille Instructions
Help the Blind See the World 
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Director, LEGo Group. “It brings people together,

helps to build confidence and sparks creativity. It has

been an honour to work with Matthew, his passion

and energy are truly inspiring. But most importantly

his project will help visually impaired children around

the world experience the same joy of building and

pride of creation that all our fans feel.”

Available in English as a free service through the

accessible website www.legoaudioinstructions.com

the first four instructions to be launched include a

set from LEGo® Classic, LEGo® CItY, LEGo®

Friends and LEGo® Movie 2™. Consumers can

either chose to hear audio instructions using their

screen reader or with audio provided by the LEGo

Group, or alternatively chose to read the instructions

using a Braille reader.

More to come
Depending on consumer feedback on the four pilot

instructions, which will be collected until the end of

2019, the intention is to launch more Audio & Braille

instructions in 2020.

“As I build a set I develop a better sense of what a

building looks like and how it is laid out and

constructed,” added Matthew. “For blind people

LEGo sets act as miniature 3D substitutes for real-

life buildings in lieu of two-dimensional photographs.

LEGo bricks allow me to see things that are

impossible to explore by touch, such as the arches of

a Middle Eastern palace or the towers of the London

tower Bridge. 

“I would like to get my instructions out to the

blind community. I would like every blind person to

be able to download the instructions, buy a set, have

a sighted person sort the pieces, and feel on par with

a sighted builder. I want every blind person to feel

that the once impossible is now possible; that he or

she can now build a miniature LEGo world.” l

u

Blind LEGO fan Matthew Shifrin who came up with

the idea for Braille LEGO instructions with one of his

many models.
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Roll Models
B

oRN FoUR YEARS apart, Ailbhe (pronounced

Al-va, in case you were wondering) and Izzy

Keane have always shared a special bond.

Izzy was born with spina bifida, and Ailbhe, her

older sister, has grown up understanding that Izzy’s

wheelchair is part of what makes her the person

she is.

“Izzy’s wheels aren’t just a functional, clinical

device - they’re an essential accessory. If you took

away or tinkered with Izzy’s wheelchair, it’s

equivalent to interfering with my feet,”

Ailbhe explains.

Now, thanks to the visionary pair’s understanding

of what it means to be in a wheelchair, and how that

experience could change for the better, they’re

building an internationally-acclaimed business,

winning recognition worldwide.

“Izzy has always been in a wheelchair, but was

increasingly aware as she grew up that people

stopped talking to her, and treated her differently just

because she was using a mobility device,” explains

Ailbhe. “So she started to decorate her wheelchair,

and would change what it looked like, according to

the season or to match what she was wearing. She’d

dress to complement her wheels or decorate her

wheels to complement her outfit. She’d make sure

that people would talk about her wheelchair and

therefore talk to her.”

Izzy and Ailbhe have an older brother and sister, to

whom they’re also close, but it was when Ailbhe was

studying at Dublin’s National College of Art and

Design that the duo’s relationship started to influence

her design process with a college project that

changed both their lives.

“I’d always been aware that Izzy’s wheelchair

design and the way she customised it was really

important,” Ailbhe explains, “but it was when I was at

college that I had the chance to really focus on the

design element of her transport, to turn her

wheelchair into a properly designed accessory.

“I had the freedom to work on the idea, to create

designs to sit over the spokes of wheelchairs that

made them into works of art, with accessories that

were practical and decorative and aspirational. I was

lucky enough to have the time and facilities to be able

to make sure the designs were workable, while I had

time and space and no pressure.

Practical and Smart
“I knew, from living with Izzy for her whole life, that

whatever we created, to customise the wheelchairs,

mustn’t chip, mustn’t scratch, mustn’t fade and must

be waterproof. Whatever we produced should also

be easy to attach: lots of wheelchair users have

reduced mobility in their hands and might have

trouble negotiating the spokes in the wheels, so we

use Velcro: it’s easy to attach and it’s hard-working

and hard-wearing.

“It’s unsettling for a wheelchair user if you’re

fiddling about with their chair: it’s equivalent to

removing someone’s feet so everything we did had to

be exciting, beautiful and ultimately respectful.”

Ailbhe started to approach Irish designers,

asking for help in creating beautiful works of art to

decorate the wheels of mobility chairs. “I’m really

used to wheelchairs and the way that Izzy would

use hers, so I knew exactly what the designs

42 Living with Disability 
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Izzy, Ailbhe, Jessie and Lucy.

Photos by Sarah Doyle.
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Our Grangemouth based business has become synonymous with quality

and choice.  We do our best to ensure a permanent variety of fantastic

disability products along with unique limited edition and seasonal items

that suit any budget.  We’re also happy to accommodate custom orders

for any products that you don’t see on our regular inventory list.

We’re a team of dedicated personnel
with a genuine desire to ensure that
your experience with us is easy,
convenient and satisfying.
Conveniently located in Newhouse
Business Park, we’re driven by our
dedication to provide the best
customer service.

Great Service begins with great
people and industry experience, and
our staff are the best and most
qualified in the business.  Visit us and
get to know us better.  Give us a call,
or email us to discuss your needs.

Tel: 01324 227549 or 0800 112 3114
Email: gordon@lidadisablityconsultants.co.uk
www.lida-partners.co.uk

Service and Repairs
We also service and repair mobility products, wheelchairs,
scooters, hoists and beds.  All work is carried out by
qualified engineers. Fully insured and guaranteed.

It doesn’t get much
better than this...
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needed to do,” Ailbhe continues. 

“the design process grew organically – every

one of the Irish designers we approached initially

wanted to get involved – that was so cool. When we

started to put our pictures up on Instagram, we

found that more and more people liked our work and

now we’re approached by designers from all around

the world.

Ailbhe started to Instagram Izzy in her wheel

covers (she has more than 80 designs) and quickly

gained followers and an interested audience who

wanted to know how to buy what they saw.

on leaving college, Ailbhe was faced with a

crossroads: work for herself at the age of 22 or go

into a 9 to 5 job with more financial security and a

clearer career path.

She’s chosen the first option – and thanks to

investor funding launched Izzy Wheels

www.izzywheels.com in 2017 with the eye-catching

strapline ‘If you can’t stand up, stand out’.

Customers order from the website, but can also 

Barbie doll

manufacturers Mattel

contacted them to ask if

they could collaborate

on a project.

u
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A D V E R T O R I A L

C&S Seating has been providing postural control
equipment since 1991.   

With 9 different sizes of T-Rolls and Log Rolls (ranging
from paediatric to adult) in a removable machine
washable, waterproof Titex or Soft Knit material.  These
rolls are used to control posture and position of the body
in either supine or side lying.  Our Knee Leg supports
and width adjustable Alternative Positioning
Supports (APS) systems are also available in 2 sizes.

Our popular range of Soft Knit covers in a choice of 5
vibrant colours provide a softer alternative that fit easily
over our standard waterproof rolls.

It is recommended you seek professional advice to select
the correct product depending on your needs.  

Contact us on 01424 853331 or visit us at
www.cands-seating.co.uk to request or download a
brochure, pricelist or order form, request an
individualised quotation, speak to an advisor or to place
an order.  

New product – which will revolutionise the use of lap belts
Soloc Ltd, an innovative company along with its sister company Magloc who featured on BBC’s
Dragon Den have created an innovative solution for people who struggle to buckle up with the
conventional lap belts which require both hands with dexterity and force to put together.
Soloc have overcome this problem with its patented magnet locking technology which only
requires one hand and no force as the magnetic Soloc buckle instantly connects the two parts
together automatically once its within the range of the magnetic force.
In addition to this Soloc have produced an innovative presenter arm which keeps one half of the
buckle over the arm of the wheelchair which prevents the user from inadvertently sitting on it, but
also to enable the ease of use when bringing the two parts together.
Also Soloc have made the unbuckling process very simple too, as there is two options, one is to
place a finger inside the pull tab and gently pull or alternatively to use a button and slide to the
right which instantly ejects the other part away from the user therefore making it very easy and
simple  to use, even for those most challenged with dexterity of fingers and joints.
The Soloc will be distributed and retailed through Soloc’s partner RMS Ltd who specialise in
wheelchairs and disability products.
For more information please visit their website www.soloc.org or www.ineedawheelchair.co.uk
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talk to Ailbhe and her team, asking questions about

the designs, how to measure their wheelchairs

correctly and have real conversations about how

they feel about their wheelchairs and what effect

the Izzy Wheels designs have.

“We now focus on producing two collections

each year, using international designers, including

some who are wheelchair users themselves,” Ailbhe

continues.

“Brands are recognising the potential market too

and are approaching us to get involved.”

Izzy Wheels now exports to 35 countries around

the world. “Most of our customer base is in Ireland,

the UK and the US, because our social media is in

English, so attracts customers who have that as a first

language – but we know there’s lots more potential.”

A pivotal moment for Izzy and Ailbhe’s design

concepts happened when Barbie doll manufacturers

Mattel contacted them to ask if they could

collaborate on a project. 

“the manufacturers are now producing a Barbie in

a wheelchair and with a prosthetic limb,” Ailbhe

explains. “that’s such a powerful image, for young

people with disabilities to see a mainstream toy that

looks like them. We’re now working with the

manufacturers, producing four different designs of

Barbie wheel covers that complement that campaign

– it’s amazing to work with brands who are

determined to make a difference to the way we see

the world.”

“A large part of my job now is to curate the

design suggestions sent to us,” she said. “We’re

clear when we work with them that designers have

to fully understand how they make wheelchair

users feel when they use the accessories we’re

creating. We’ve actually been speaking to two

designers who are wheelchair users themselves: it’s

really important that we work with people who are

serious about improving the lives of people with

disabilities, not companies who want to use

disabled people to get PR and build their own brand

profile in the short term.”

Both Izzy and Ailbhe have been named in the

Forbes Magazine’s top 30 Under 30 most influential

people in retail and e-commerce.

“We want to turn mobility designs into cool

devices, so they’re not stigmatised. our accessories

can turn the clinical into something really beautiful –

it’s a huge privilege to work in this area.”

Izzy’s now at college full time studying while

Ailbhe builds the business, but continues as the

company’s model, ambassador and inspirational

public speaker.

A headline hit
Izzy Wheels’ innovative designs have already

attracted press coverage in Vogue, Elle and on Good

Morning America.

Now the team is in early talks with a number of

fashion retailers, in a move to take their product from

an online purchase into mainstream stores.

“this year we’ll be introducing the products into

physical spaces and growing our team. We’re looking

to work with businesses that want to work with

people with disabilities not as a cheap PR stunt but

who have actually thought about the needs of those

customers, and who can demonstrate a real five to

ten year plan to work in that market.”

So what has this meant to Ailbhe personally? “I’m

thrilled and delighted to be working with my sister,

who’s an unbelievable public speaker and an

inspiration: I’m really glad I’ve got to experience this

journey with her.” l



W
HAt HELPS KEEP climber Jesse Dufton alive

when he’s making one of his record-breaking

ascents?

Medical experts define it as a ‘sixth sense’,

properly called ‘proprioception’ – the ability to

sense motion, position and equilibrium and to

build a 3D mental picture of your

surroundings in your head.

Peers in the climbing community say

Jesse’s redefining the word ‘impressive’.

‘Impressive’, because Loughborough-based

Jesse is completely dependent on this rare

mental ability: he was born with around 20% central

vision, with rod-cone dystrophy and suffers with

astigmatism and cataracts. 
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Peak
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Jesse Dufton. 
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As his sight has worsened, he is now only aware

of light and dark: he’s completely unable to visually

assess the magnitude and challenge of the many

rock faces he chooses to climb, first as a hobby and

now as a member of the elite GB Paraclimbing

squad.

Jesse hit the headlines earlier this year when he

became the first blind person to act as lead climber

for all six stages of the 450ft high old Man of Hoy,

a massive natural sandstone stack, part of the

orkney islands off the north coast of Scotland.

Jesse got to the top in seven hours, with

assistance, via radio contact, from his climbing

partner and fiancée Molly thompson, who

followed him up the iconic East Face Route, first

conquered by leading British mountaineer Chris

Bonington in 1966. Jesse literally felt his way up

the rockface, finding hand and footholds and then

building that mental picture in his head to work out

where to go next. 

the old Man of Hoy is what’s called a ‘trad’

climb: there aren’t fixed bolts where you can secure

your ropes. At each stage of the climb, the lead

climber, Jesse in this case, has to insert a series of

metal nuts into cracks in the sandstone

He’s now thinking about

the World Climbing

Championships in 2021,

to be held in Moscow.

page 52 u
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“When I lost my legs, Blesma’s
help and advice filled a void.
Blesma got me back to living
my life.” 

Philip Bailey admits that when Blesma first
turned up to see him in hospital, he didn’t
want to know. “Someone rocked up out of
the blue, and I was feeling sorry for myself,”
he says. “I had spent an awful period in pain,
veering between raging anger and tears of
frustration, and didn’t want to see anyone.”
That was in 2012, when the former Infantry
Major, who’d always been very fit, contracted
Necrotising Fasciitis. “I’d always been very
healthy, but one day something suddenly felt
very wrong. A friend saw that I needed to go
to A&E, and by the time I got to the medical
centre, I was in and out of consciousness. 
I don’t remember anything after that, but I
came very close to dying.”

Philip probably picked up the flesh-eating
bug when he scraped his shin in the garden.
He almost died as a result, and when he
regained consciousness weeks later, he was
told he’d only survived because his legs had

been amputated above the knee. Despite
being told he would probably never walk
again, and if he did manage to use
prosthetics, he would be exhausted after just
a few steps, Philip, who is now 73, defied
medical expectation and made it his mission
to walk again. What Philip achieved over the
next few years with the help of his expert
medical team, some very clever
microprocessor-controlled knees, and support
from Blesma has been nothing short of
remarkable.

He admits to being grateful to the matron
who pushed him to meet his Blesma Support
Officer. “Blesma has given me very good

support from the beginning,” he says. “I’ve
been using my prosthetic legs since 2015, but
I wouldn’t have got them in the first place
without Blesma’s hard work and help,” he
says. “I hit a wall with the NHS when it came
to getting the right prosthetics, but the
Association knew where to go. When I lost
my legs, Blesma’s help and advice filled a
void. The Association gave me the ability to
try things I wouldn’t have done otherwise.
Blesma got me back to living life.” 

Philip has rediscovered a life-long passion
for sailing. “I used to sail, and three years ago
I bumped into old friends, who invited me
onto their yacht on the Suffolk coast. I
thought that, as long as they realised I was a
rusty, legless sailor, I’d give it a go! I was back
in my element.”

In 2017 Philip joined Blesma’s Greek
sailing trip. “A dozen of us sailed on three
yachts – we had three legs between us on
ours!” he laughs. “But we could make it shift,

so we weren’t bothered.”  Philip also went on
to crew a Tall Ship on a Blesma Voyage, one
of the most ambitious activities Blesma has
perhaps ever offered. A group of injured
veterans, accompanied by family members,
friends and carers, set sail in a fully adapted
tall ship as part of a unique joint venture with
the Jubilee Sailing Trust. Held in 2018 as part
of the World War I centenary
commemorations, the week-long mission
aboard the fully accessible ship was unique. 

The voyage began in Southampton and
negotiated the Channel Islands and the
French coast. The adventure certainly proved
enjoyable, but this was no pleasure cruise, all
Members had a role in the smooth running of
the vessel, immersing themselves on watches
and in the galley, generally contributing to the
daily working routine on board. They set the
sails, went aloft, helmed the wheel and
operated the keeping systems. “It’s a totally
different sailing experience to other things
I’ve done” reflects Philip. “I couldn’t get
enough if it!“

Blesma, The Limbless Veterans is an armed
forces charity supporting limbless and injured
veterans. Blesma help all serving and ex-
Service men and women who have lost limbs
or lost the use of limbs or eyes either during or
after service, to rebuild their lives by providing
rehabilitation activities and welfare support.
Since 1932, Blesma have been the only
national Armed Forces charity that supports its
Members for the duration of their lives. If you
think you could benefit from Blesma
membership, visit www.blesma.org/join

A D V E R T O R I A L
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structure, accurately assessing the width and depth

to make sure they provide a safe and secure route

for climbers and their ropes.

the whole event was filmed by climbing

filmmaker Alistair Lee, who premiered his film

account of Jesse’s ascent, Climbing Blind, at the

Brit Rock Festival 2019. Details of more than 20

future showings are here

http://www.britrockfilmtour.com/

“Alastair was watching me climbing one day and

decided to see for himself how it felt to make an

ascent while blind – he just closed his eyes and

started,” Jesse explains. “After a couple of minutes

he came back down, shook his head and said he

wouldn’t be doing that again.”

So why rock climbing – not the most obvious

sport for someone born with degenerative vision?

Jesse attributes his sense of adventure and

confident approach to his parents. Jesse’s father

was a volunteer mountain rescue team member in

the Lake District and first took Jesse out on a

route when his son was just two years old.

By the age of 11, Jesse was leading, rather than

climbing as a ‘second’, learning how to assess the

terrain and visualise it internally to create his own

map of his world. A family move to Winchester in

the south of England meant there were fewer

chances to climb for some years, but Jesse’s

interest reignited when he arrived at Bath

University to study.

the university has an active climbing club: one of

the other members was Molly thompson, who was

a keen athlete and accomplished climber in her own

right. Soon the pair were climbing on the Avon

Gorge near Bristol and planning trips further afield.

their most recent adventure saw them make the

first ascent on two peaks in the Arctic Circle in

Jesse would definitely

encourage others with

vision impairment to give

the sport a go.
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Greenland. “As we were the first climbers to ascend

both peaks, we were able to name the mountains,

Mount Sue’s Spire and Mount Boughfell, both after

friends of ours who had died recently.”

the couple made yet more memories on the

latter mountain: it was there that Jesse got down

on one knee and asked Molly to marry him:

she said ‘yes’.

Molly and Jesse climb at least four nights a

week and Jesse’s just back from taking a fourth

place in the Paraclimbing World Championships in

France. In his mid 30s, he’s late to the world of

competitive climbing.

Joining Team GB
He was climbing indoors at his local gym, with Molly

using a laser pointer to guide him up the wall when

one of the GB paraclimbing squad approached him

about taking part in competitions. that was on a

Wednesday – by the Saturday of that week he’d

won a medal at an event in Edinburgh and been

selected for team GB early the following year.

He’s now thinking about the World Climbing

Championships in 2021, to be held in Moscow but

also planning some leisure-time climbs in South

Africa and Canada.

“People are obviously really interested in how

and why I climb,” Jesse says. “I explain that my eyes

don’t act as a barrier: sometimes when you just rely

on a visual reference on a mountain, you don’t

actually see all the possibilities. 

“I also don’t panic: it takes me longer to make an

ascent so it’s important I work on my stamina –

endurance is really important. Molly has climbed

with me for more than 15 years, so we’ve worked

out ways to communicate for added reassurance.

For me, climbing is a really sensory experience – I’m

sure my experience is very different than that of

sighted climbers. I carry slightly more equipment

than my sighted peers as I’m less aware of what the

conditions might be – I have lots of things clipped to

my belt, just to make sure I’ve got what I need.”

Jesse would definitely encourage others with

vision impairment to give the sport a go. “there’s a

lot of support out there if you’re determined enough

to get climbing,” he says. Molly echoes his

enthusiasm. “I’ve tried climbing with a blindfold on, I

climbed very differently to how I usually climb,” she

says. “the static moves and the staccato nature

mean totally different tactics, and I was able to

understand a bit more what it was like. Jesse is

training hard and still improving massively, and I’m

excited to see how far he can go.” l

Molly acts as Jesse’s eyes to complement his existing

climbing skills.
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“Body conscious? 
That’s almost everyone

who walks into our shop.”

When bridal wear shop owners

Sarah Parker and Laura Allen

decided to change their shop

window display earlier this year,

they couldn't have predicted the

international media frenzy their

decision would cause.
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t
HE ENtREPRENEURIAL SIStERS, who own

two wedding dress shops in the south west of

England, wanted to show a different angle to the

dresses they stock – usually displayed with a

standing mannequin in a traditional pose.

So Sarah and Laura decided they’d show one of

their dresses in a seated position: one small decision

caused a huge reaction when the pair decided to

make that seat a wheelchair,

to show brides who might

have mobility issues what their

dream dresses could look like

on the day.

the window was spotted

by local Portishead artist Beth

Wilson, who posted a picture

on twitter – immediately

generating hundreds of likes

and comments from around

the world.

“In hindsight, everyone on

social media has pulled the

picture apart in a way we

never expected,” explains

Sarah, co-owner of the White

Collection. “We simply

wanted to show what one of

our dresses would look like

when you were sitting down:

a wheelchair was an obvious

choice at the time. once

Beth’s picture went viral, the

vast majority of people were

really supportive: we’ve had

messages from all round the world – it was

amazing the day my cousin sent me a message

from New Zealand saying our window was a story

in the press over there.

“And of course we’ve had some negative

comments: people on twitter saying we’d just

done it for the publicity. But we didn’t know Beth

when she took the picture and we didn’t really

think about what wider effects that window would

have. the huge number of supportive comments

have really shut the few negative people down.”

Sarah and Laura’s instinctive decision to create

the window reflects the wide range of customers

who come into their shop. “We’re selling a luxury

product for a one-off occasion and it’s our job to

make everyone feel special so it’s up to us as

retailers to make sure we’ve considered what

everyone wants and needs from that experience,”

she explains.

“When you book an

appointment on our website,

we ask brides to make notes

to send us to help us make

that experience both

comfortable and special.

We’ve had brides who’ve had

riding accidents and still use

morphine who wanted our

help making them look great

while concealing their pain

relief patches. We’ve

recently catered for brides

with older family members

with Alzheimer’s and for

brides who might want a

quiet, controlled shopping

environment because they

can’t cope with lots of noise

or fuss.”

Sarah and Laura worked in

the wedding planning and

luxury goods markets before

setting up the White

Collection, currently two

shops in Clevedon and Portishead with plans for

many more in the future.

“Importantly, many more traditional customers

have decided to shop with us this year, telling us

they’re proud to be associated with a retailer who

sees being inclusive as the norm,” Sarah explains.

“We’ll always be working on ways to make sure

every single bride feels special when she comes

to choose her dress for that unique day.”

www.thewhitecollectionbridal.co.uk l

We simply wanted to show

what one of our dresses

would look like when you

were sitting down: a

wheelchair was an obvious

choice at the time.

Sarah Parker and
Laura Allen. 
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A D V E R T O R I A L

THE INCLUSIVE FASHION REVOLUTION
In a recent interview with Vanity Fair, actress Selma Blair

discussed her MS diagnosis and highlighted the need for

fashionable clothing created with disabled people in mind. 

Fashion lovers are no longer satisfied with functional but

unflattering adaptive apparel, and many disability activists

have long pointed out the fashion industry’s neglect of its

disabled consumers. 

While big names like Tommy Hilfiger are launching their

own, more on-trend adaptive ranges, there are a handful of

independent labels striking out on their own. The UK’s

Kintsugi Clothing, based in Manchester, is one example. 

Kintsugi creates its collections using suggestions from

the disabled community to make sure each garment is

useful, accessible and beautiful. 

Challenger brands like Kintsugi and others may well be

the start of a more inclusive fashion era. 

Find out more at kintsugiclothing.com
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o
N A SPECIAL 10th anniversary show of ItV’s

this Morning programme, support worker

Maggie Gregor was treated to a professional

makeover as part of a campaign by learning

disability charity Mencap to highlight the hard

work and dedication of people who care for people

with a learning disability. 

Phil and Holly – celebrating 10 years of presenting

the show together – spoke effusively about the work

Maggie does as a support worker at Mencap, before

presenting Maggie’s new look to the nation. 

Maggie became a support worker five years ago

when she was 55 years old. “Most women in their

50s think it’s too late to change careers, especially

for such a challenging new role like supporting

people who have a learning disability and, in some

cases, other complex needs,” said Maggie.  “But for

me, support work has been my salvation.” 

Maggie’s six-year-old granddaughter, Summer, is

currently battling leukaemia and her mother-in-law

has dementia. Support work for Maggie has

become a welcome distraction from her current

challenging personal circumstances, but it has been

the emotional support from her colleagues and the

reward of supporting people with a learning

disability which has really made a difference.

“Walking into the house where I work is like

walking into a hug. Don’t get me wrong, my job as

a support worker can be tough at times, but 

for me personally it has been a lifeline. u

Maggie’s Makeover Moment

Live on Breakfast TV

the invaluable work

carried out by

support workers in

the UK has been

highlighted by

popular tV

presenting duo

Phillip Schofield and

Holly Willoughby.
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“When Summer was diagnosed with leukaemia

our world was thrown upside down. So being able

to make a difference for people with a learning

disability is a welcome distraction and really

rewarding.

“In my role as a support worker there are highs

and lows, no day is the same. But Mencap really

has been great. When I’ve needed to be there for

my granddaughter, I’ve been able to change my

shift – even on a Sunday. there is also one person

who I work with who just knows when I need a

hug to help pick me up. that’s what team means

to me.

“one of the biggest challenges in my role is the

lack of recognition that support workers get for

going constantly above and beyond. 

It would make my job so much easier if there

“You just can’t beat it for job

satisfaction. No two days are

ever the same, one day you

could be helping someone get

ready in the morning, another

day you could be taking them

to a trip to the seaside.
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was more funding in place to make sure that we

can support every person with a learning

disability who needs help and ensure our work

gets the respect it deserves. What I love most

about my job is the difference I make to the lives

of the people I support. You just can’t beat that

for job satisfaction.”

there are around 1.5 million people with a

learning disability in the UK, such as Paul, who

has Down’s Syndrome. He is supported by

Maggie at Mencap’s Supported Living Service

in Bath.

“Maggie has helped me build up my confidence

and control my emotions,” explained Paul.

“She helped me get my job at the Boston tea

Party café. My job is to clear the tables, serve

customers and make sure the place is tidy. I

wouldn’t be the person I am today without Maggie.”

Mencap works to support thousands of people

with a learning disability, their families and carers, by

fighting to change laws, improve services and access

to education, employment and leisure facilities.

Transforming lives
“Support work is one of the most important jobs

in our society – it transforms lives,” said Steve

Baker, Mencap operations Director. “It is also

one of the most rewarding jobs in our society. I

know because I started out my career as a

support worker 28 years ago.

“You just can’t beat it for job satisfaction. No

two days are ever the same, one day you could

be helping someone get ready in the morning,

another day you could be taking them to a trip to

the seaside. At the heart of the job is developing

a relationship with the person you are supporting,

you become one of the most valued people in

their life. And nothing compares to directly

helping someone achieve greater independence

and improve their quality of life. 

“Yet due to a lack of awareness about support

work and the increasing need for social care, there

is a growing demand for more people to become a

support worker. You don’t need a degree or prior

experience, training is provided, but you do need to

have the right values. We’re looking for people who

want to make a real difference and who share our

values – caring, challenging, inclusive, positive and

trustworthy – to join us to ensure that every

person with a learning disability can lead the life

they have a right to and deserve.”

People like Maggie Gregor.

to find out more about Mencap or becoming a

support worker visit https://www.mencap.org.uk/

support-worker-roles-mencap l
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I
F YoU’VE EVER been on a long flight, you’ll

probably have flicked aimlessly through the films

available on the in-flight selection at some point.

After you’ve watched the ones you meant to

see, you’re likely to settle for something just to

pass the time.

You certainly don’t expect your airline film

choice to change your life and career: but that’s

exactly what happened to beauty entrepreneur

trishna Daswaney on a 13-hour flight from Hong

Kong to London.

trishna had settled back to enjoy the weepie My

Sister’s Keeper, starring Cameron Diaz. It’s a film

adaptation of the hit Jodi Picoult book. 

the film tells the story of thirteen-year-old Anna

Fitzgerald, who sues her parents for medical

emancipation when she discovers she was conceived

to donate a kidney to her elder sister Kate, who is

gradually dying from acute leukaemia. As anyone

who’s seem the film will know, there’s a pivotal

scene where Kate is off to a prom arranged for

hospital patients. She’s bald due to chemotherapy

and has lost her eyebrows – but with help from her

sisters and friends is transformed for the night, with

make up helping her to look and feel her very best.

“It was that single scene that made my decision,”

explains trishna. “I was studying Management

Studies at Nottingham University, and make up was

already part of my life. My mum was an

aesthetician and has always been really good with

art and makeup.

“that film meant I suddenly saw a way to run a

business but also to make a difference to people’s

lives. I found a one day course which would help

me start, but it was in Devon the very next day. I

went.  It had to happen ‘tomorrow’, I was so

committed to getting things done.”

trishna found new places and courses for study

and completed a diploma with modules in event

and fashion make up with prosthetics – especially

important for helping anyone who’s suffering from

burns injuries.

She set up Kohl with a flatmate, originally, but

soon decided she wanted to refocus on the charity

angle of her company, using her commercial profits

to fund non-profit making activities.

“And then I realised

that I could help many

people, but the way to

help lots of people would

be to produce something

that someone with

disabilities could use for

themselves.”

the Kohl Kreatives’

brush collection was born.

“Lots of people with

disabilities have limited 

The Kohl Kreatives 
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hand movements, so traditional brushes often didn’t

offer the right degree of flexibility or the correct

angle,” trishna explains. “I’ve got Lupus, which can

cause inflammation in my joints, so know what it’s

like not to be able to handle fixed items easily.”

trishna took to her kitchen table, whittling,

discarding and perfecting a range of handle shapes

for users with different motor function.

Just four years later, her enthusiasm’s been shared

by a range of far-sighted buyers, so her collection of

3ss3ntials brushes is now available for sale in Boots,

via ebay and Wolf & Badger among other stockists.

And she has kept her word about re-investing

company profits. A percentage of all sales goes to

trishna’s #myarmour campaign. trishna and her

team work with a wide range of clients, at no

charge, helping them to recreate lost features and

regain their confidence using easy-to-replicate

make-up techniques.

“If you have a disability that changes the way

you look, it doesn't mean you have to give up on

living and looking amazing,” trishna enthuses.

“We’re delivering workshops face-to-face, over

Facetime, to groups and to individuals to help them

put on their armour and face the world. And we’re

producing the products that people with dexterity

issues can use.”

So next time you watch an inflight film, be careful

which one you choose: it could change your life.

to find out more about trishna’s work visit

www.kohlkreatives.com/charity l

Lifestyle>>
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A
S A YoUNG wildlife enthusiast Steve Brown

dreamt of becoming a tV presenter – but his

school careers advisor said that would never

happen.

today of course Steve is a regular presenter on

the BBC’s highly popular Countryfile.

Living With Disability caught up with the busy

38-year-old to talk about his passion for wildlife

and sport and the accident that changed,

completely and irrevocably, the course of his life.

Born in Chatham, Kent, Steve’s early memories

are of an easy-going, happy life that revolved

around sport and walks with the family, when his

dad would excitedly point out various species of

birds, wild flowers and mammals.

“We were lucky enough to live close to

countryside and beaches and my dad had an

encyclopaedic knowledge of the wildlife on our

patch,” said Steve. “It was a passion: he had no

formal education in biology or botany. But in the

same way people love football and can tell you

everything about it, he could identify flora and

fauna and reel off a bunch of facts.

“I loved it. If I wasn’t playing football with my

mates I was catching tadpoles and slowworms or

watching the Really Wild Show and of course

anything with David Attenborough.”

After being knocked back by the school Steve

decided that if he didn’t have a career as a

presenter, then he would film or edit and took a

degree to equip him with those skills.

then, in 2005 aged 24, life took a different turn.

At the time he was working in Europe as an area

manager for a holiday company. Whilst at a

friend’s house in Germany, he tripped and fell from

a first-floor balcony.

“I wasn’t doing anything wrong or silly,”

recounted Steve. “I fell and was looking up when I

landed, so when my body stopped, my head went

back over my shoulders, like a severe whiplash. It

Steve Brown is
Living the

Dream

By Clive Davis
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snapped my neck, dislocating one of the cervical

vertebrae below the skull and trapping my spinal

cord.”

Steve was taken to hospital for emergency

surgery to stabilise his neck and after several

weeks in intensive care he was transferred back to

the UK for rehabilitation at Stoke Mandeville

Hospital.

“It would have been easy to give up,” added

Steve. “But an injury does not define you. Yes, it

changes your life, but it’s the millions of decisions

that you make every day of your life that shape

you into who you are.

“there are always pivotal moments in your life

and there were two very important ones after the

accident that led me to where I am today –

watching wheelchair rugby for the first time and

the support of my family.”

“Very soon after arriving at Stoke Mandeville I

was taken to watch wheelchair rugby. those guys

were trying to knock each other out of their

wheelchairs, shouting, swearing and arguing. It was

brutal and there was a canyon in mindsets

between where I was mentally and physically and

where they were.

“A lot of them had similar injuries to me, some

had worse, and I remember thinking that if they

could be that confident why couldn’t I. It was a

turning point.

“As it was when I left hospital. I come from a

very close family, mum, dad and three younger

brothers. It was hard for them but they supported

each other and of course me. But as much as they

wanted to help they were thankfully ‘cruel to be

kind’ and encouraged me to be independent to try

and try again to master simple tasks.”

By this time Steve’s potential as a wheelchair

“But an injury does not

define you. Yes, it changes

your life, but it’s the

millions of decisions that

you make every day of

your life that shape you

into who you are.

u

Steve with the

rest of the BBC

Countryfile team.
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rugby player had already been spotted and in 2007

he made the Great Britain team. omitted from the

squad for the 2008 Beijing olympics Steve

determinedly fought his way back into the squad

and was made captain in time for the London 2012

Paralympics.

the team finished 5th and Steve then retired

from international sport, although he remains

heavily involved as a player and director of

Canterbury Hellfire Wheelchair Rugby Club.

“of course I could have used the injury not to

make an effort,” said Steve “But just one of those

millions of decisions that I spoke about was to try,

to consistently make an effort, and I think in life

that simply by trying separates you from others.

“I’ve always done that, before and after the

accident. Injuries should not define people, merely

shape what they are physically capable of – if they

always try to do their best and do nothing half-

heartedly.”

Steve has always enjoyed talking and interacting

with others and after retiring from international

sport he was asked – despite what his teachers

had said – to present for ItV at the Bt World

Wheelchair Rugby Challenge, as a member of the

BBC team at the Invictus Games and as a member

of the Channel 4 team at the Rio 2016 Paralympic

Games.

A chance conversation about his real passion for

wildlife and Steve was given an audition to make

his childhood dream come true – presenting for

the first time in 2018 on Countryfile. Since then he

has demonstrated his skill and knowledge as a

presenter on BBC’s Springwatch, Blue Planet,

the one Show, BBC Breakfast and Health: truth

or Scare.

He is also very much in demand as a public

speaker and mentor, inspiring and motivating

young people to fulfil their potential in sport and

in life. today, as he drives off to do a voiceover for

an episode of Countryfile, there is no doubt Steve

Brown is in a good place, as happy as it’s possible

to be. 

“I don’t plan anything, never have,” commented

Steve. “I’m exactly where I want to be, I just got

there in a way I never expected. But that’s life isn’t

it. My ambitions are now more personal. I have a

great life, nice house and the perfect partner, so at

some point I would like to settle down and have a

family of my own.”

In the meantime, you’re just as likely to find

Steve with his nephews on a bird reserve,

binoculars hung around his neck, talking

passionately about the birds of prey circling

overhead and hoping to pass on some of the same

memories in the same way as his dad did to him. l

I’m exactly where I want to

be, I just got there in a way

I never expected.
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I
F YoU HAVEN’t discovered it

already, the AskSARA website

could be just the thing you’re

looking for.

AskSARA was the brainchild of

the Disabled Living Foundation

(DLF). It covers a wide range of

topics for adults and children,

including:

• products and ideas to help with

physical and mental health

• carrying out tasks around the

home and 

• getting out and about.

It also offers funding for

special equipment and carrying

out home adaptations.

the site already has a million

visitors a year, looking for trusted

information written by a range of

health professionals and

equipment specialists.

“Around half the people who

visit our site are unpaid carers

simply looking for something that

can make life easier for people at

home,” explains Janet Seward,

Partnerships Manager for the

DLF. “the daily living equipment

that we list helps to keep people

at home, longer, with little things

that can make a big difference to

the way they live.

Lifestyle>>Want to find a product to make
your life easier?

AskSARA

Do you have trouble using a standard TV remote? 

Are you looking for exciting and practical present

ideas for someone with visual impairment?

Do you want expert advice from trusted professionals

who’ve put together a list of everyday products and

gadgets that might make your life easier?

“the website was set up to

provide information and a ready

source of reference. We

currently work with around

1,000 national suppliers with

details of at least 10,000

products and organise the

information so it’s easy to

search and compare. 

“the website is completely

free to use and features a

number of different easy-to-

read sections. once you’ve

found the part of the site you

need, fill in a short questionnaire

to get a personalised report on

the products that will suit your

needs.

“the site complies with

Advertising Standards Authority

and NHS Information Standards

so users can make sure

everything there is trustworthy,

peer reviewed and current.”

the AskSARA website has

proved so popular that 25 UK

local authorities have already

signed up to produce their own

licensed version of the site,

offering even more, localised

help. 

AskSARA is just one of the

services offered by the Disabled

Living Foundation, established in

1969. to find out more about

their Living Made Easy and

youreable.com a forum operated

by disabled people for disabled

people here’s their address

https://www.dlf.org.uk/ l
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Holidays>>Top Tips
on Booking

Your
Perfect
Holiday

By Lucy Dixon

t
HE HARDESt ASPECt of travelling used to

be trying not to spend all my cash on

dubious duty free ‘bargains’ while waiting for a

flight, but since I became disabled last year,

going away for any type of break has become a

whole lot more complicated.

I had meningitis, which has left me with a

spinal cord injury, and I am definitely no longer

capable of jetting off for a spontaneous week in

the sun or a last-minute city break. With my

newly acquired health and mobility issues,

travel for me has become something that

involves a massive amount of planning. It

intimidates me, but holidays are very much still

on my agenda – not least for some much-

needed quality time with my seven-year-old

son, George.

the majority of tour operators and hotels are

keen to talk about how accessible and inclusive

they are, but not all inclusivity is equal. Being

truly open to those with disabilities is about so

much more than having a few ground-floor

If you are disabled, booking a holiday
can be a daunting task. So we asked
freelance writer and disabled mum

Lucy Dixon to talk us through
planning the perfect getaway.
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Vose Farm Cornwall, now has 3 purpose built wheelchair
friendly cottages, Hazel, Willow & Elm. 

All Cottages offer the ideal self-catering location; close by
one of the most beautiful coastal areas in Cornwall.

The cottages have been specifically designed to
accommodate families, friends and the less mobile.

Guest can now hire a full profile bed for their stay.
The profile only fits into Hazel cottage.

All enquiries please contact Phil & April Cooke.
Vose Farm Holiday Cottages,

Tregony, Truro, Cornwall. TR2 5SH
Telephone : 01872 530520

Email : enquiries@vosefarmcottages.co.uk

Vose Farm

At CalMac, we’ve been sailing in and around
Scotland’s west coast for 160 years. Our network
stretches from the enchanting Arran and Kintyre in
the south to the dramatic landscapes and unique
history of Harris and Lewis in the north. In our
opinion, it’s easily one of the most beautiful regions
in the world.

We make an average of 160,000 sailings here each
year, and last year we were privileged to carry over 5.3
million passengers to and from ports all over the area.
Some were returning, others were arriving in the area
for the very first time. We like to think that every
journey with CalMac is the start of a story – you’ll
make lasting memories and have unique experiences
– which will make up your own story. One that you’ll
be able to tell again and again. 

We have a number of travel options on offer for our
passengers – suitable for day trips, short breaks, or
longer stays and even island hopping adventures. Many
of our island destinations can also be reached by
combining ferry travel with a train journey to the port. 

Underpinning all of this is our team. We work hard
to meet the needs of all of our customers. You can
get in touch with us to discuss any assistance
you might need during your journey. It’s best to
talk to us at least 48 hours before your scheduled
departure time, and you can do that by calling
0800 066 5000 or +44 1475 650397 for international
customers. Alternatively you can email us on
assistanceteam@calmac.co.uk . You can also find out
more about the facilities on board our vessels, or at
the ports we sail to by visiting our website:
calmac.co.uk/on-board

We look forward to welcoming you aboard!

www.calmac.co.uk

Accessing Scotland’s West Coast

A D V E R T O R I A L

Seven meandering rivers, shallow lakes, endless skies,
grazing marshes for cattle, reeds swaying in the wind

and tangled woodland – that’s the Broads National Park
in Norfolk and Suffolk. Enjoy wild days out – more than a
quarter of Britain’s rarest wildlife lives here. Many of the
nature reserves have boardwalks and there are plenty of
other easy access routes for countryside exploration. Try
Fairhaven Woodland and Water Garden to combine the
cultivated and the wild, or visit the Roman ruins at Burgh
Castle and take in the view over Breydon Water. Discover
stories at the Museum of the Broads and see the
‘cathedral of the Broads’ at Ranworth. The Broads is
also a favourite with anglers, with many wheelchair-
accessible fishing platforms.

For somewhere to stay, King Line Cottages’ lodges are
designed for disabled visitors, and for getting around and
enjoying the view, Bittern Line trains run from Norwich to
the North Norfolk coast, while the Wherry Lines go to
Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft. Or you can take the Bure

Valley Railway between Wroxham and Aylsham. 
Broads boating offers something for everyone.

Companies like Broads Tours run large boat trips, or there
are trips on smaller boats like Ra at Whitlingham or the
Waveney Stardust boats. You can hire a day boat to drive
yourself or you can go wild and enjoy the adventure of
learning to sail with Waveney Sailability or the Nancy
Oldfield Trust, whose motto is ‘making adventure possible’. 

More details on 01603 617332,
www.VisitTheBroads.co.uk or our Access All Areas video:
http://bit.ly/2k6FHPA

The Nancy Oldfield Trust offers disabled people excitement,
freedom and adventure with wheelchair access on the Broads.

Go wild –

visit the
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rooms and level-access showers. the facilities that

I want – and need – in order to have a fun-filled,

stress-free holiday are not going to be the same

for every one of the 14 million disabled people in

the UK. We all have different requirements and,

although there may be similarities, it is worth

taking the time to find something more tailored to

your individual situation.

It is clear to me that the best way to tackle a

holiday is to start with a long list of specific

requirements – the deal-breakers that you

simply can’t do without – and research every

single item on your list until you’re satisfied you

have the answers. And don’t get fobbed off by

someone who just wants to make a sale – you

are likely to be spending a big chunk of money

on your trip, so being a stickler for details is

crucial. Even without any mobility issues, I’ve

been mis-sold a holiday before, assured a

destination was something it most definitely

wasn’t. 

It all starts with research
You might have already picked up on the fact that,

for me, research is the big issue. Create a list of

people in-the-know, that you want to talk to

before you book anything – you could start with

talking to an organisation that understands your

condition. You could also join relevant Facebook

groups or forums and ask fellow members for their

successful holiday stories. Hearing about the trips

that didn’t go so well is also useful and might flag

up issues you hadn’t considered, particularly if

travelling with a disability is new to you. 

Don’t forget that the details you need will be

unique to you. But there will be a certain amount

of common ground and this will help you prepare a

list of questions to ask your airline, tour operator

and hotel - before you book anything. 

All airports within the EU are legally obliged to

offer assistance to disabled travellers, as long as

you let them know when you book (and we
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Whilst there visit  Daphne’s tea rooms which are open all day where

we serve breakfast, lunch and afternoon tea.

OPEning timEs

summer

Tuesday – Sunday  10am – 5pm

Winter 

Tuesday – Sunday  10am – 4pm

Open on Bank Holiday Mondays

Closed: Christmas Day, Boxing Day and New Years Day

Contact Us

If you have any questions about the farm and our facilities, or about booking

for afternoon tea or parties, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Phone: 01572 722122

Email: admin@rutlandfarmpark.co.uk

Rutland Farm Park is a small 18-acre working

farm in the market town of Oakham, the county

town of Rutland, England’s smallest county.

We are open all year round for you and your

family to explore our tracks and fields in the

fresh air with plenty to do for all the family.
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Drybeck Farm is a secluded and peaceful

Glamping site with a variety of unique

accommodation options ranging from wooden

cabins with private hot tubs to Yurts and Shepherds

Wagons.  We are on the banks of the River Eden in

North Cumbria with easy access to The Lake

District, Northern Pennines, Hadrians Wall country,

the historic city of Carlisle and the Solway Coast.

The nearby village of Armathwaite has a station on

the famous Carlisle-Settle railway line.

Although not wheel chair accessible Drybeck Farm

is ideal for those with milder mobility impairments

and other non mobility related disabilities.  

For further information and to discuss your needs:

email: enquiries@drybeckfarm.co.uk

Web: www.drybeckfarm.co.uk

tel: 01697472688

assume this will stay the same in the UK post-

Brexit!) but what this help consists of really seems

to vary. the practicalities of getting your

wheelchair or any other equipment, such as

oxygen, you need on a flight also seem to depend

on the airline, so again give them a call before you

book anything, to make sure everything will go

smoothly before you part with any cash.

I’m sure we have all seen horror stories in the

papers and on social media about disabled

passengers left stranded because an airline couldn’t

cope with their particular situation – of course this

isn’t acceptable in any way, but research and

preparation could help to reduce the chances of

this happening to you.

Ask questions
Never be afraid to ask questions, no matter how

small a detail it might seem. Any decent travel

company won’t mind answering your queries and it

could make all the difference to your trip. to give

you a flavour of what you might need to know,

some of the questions I have asked include:

• What assistance will I get at the airport and how

will I get on the plane? 

• Does the hotel have any rooms that have

showers with seats in them?

• Are there handrails on all your stairs? 

• How is the pool accessed?

• How low is the seating in the lounge area?

• Can I book private transfers and what will the

cost be?

Is it easier to stay at home?
For the newly disabled, like me, the thought of

going to another country and the challenges of

long-haul travel may be too far out of your comfort

zone, so you might be better starting with a short

break in the UK. In fact, this is exactly what I did

this year – I booked a caravan holiday just a few

hours’ drive from my house, on the understanding

that I could simply come home if anything became

too much for me. 

It went well enough for me to be considering

going slightly further afield next year, but it did raise

other points that I hadn’t considered before I booked

the trip (for example, I didn’t request a caravan with a

parking space as I assumed they all would have one).

So it is worth remembering that the same rules apply

when it comes to research – don’t assume anything

and think about all the things you have at home that

make living an independent life possible, and find a

hotel or resort that can offer something similar. 

If you just want a simple, self-catering trip, then

you could start by searching on Airbnb. It acquired

disabled travel company Accomable and you can

now search, with an admirable amount of detail, for

disabled-friendly accommodation with filters such as

roll-in shower and pool with hoist. An added bonus is

that you can speak directly to the property owner

with any further queries you have.
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Is it better to go with a specialist
tour operator?
Anything with the word ‘specialist’ attached usually

sets off my ‘extra charges will apply’ klaxon, but it

really can be of huge benefit to book your holiday

with someone who knows where you’re coming

from. It seems like those who really ‘get’ disabled

travel are those who have experienced it

themselves, and some of the most appealing

holiday recommendations I have been given are

run by those who are disabled themselves or have

disabled family members.

Ask the experts
Don’t be afraid to contact somewhere you like the

look of and ask them all your questions - if they can’t

be bothered to answer, then they probably aren’t the

right type of accommodation for you anyway. 

Don’t do this 
Don’t book a holiday according to your ‘best

day’. one thing I’ve learnt is that being

disabled is not a fixed thing. Some days I can

walk six metres, some days I struggle. Lots of

people don’t understand this and think if you

can walk a bit then you can walk a mile, or

that if you are in a wheelchair then you can’t

take any steps at all.

Don’t take anyone’s word for it that

something is ‘accessible’ as this means

different things to different people and only

you know what you need. An example is a

shower with no step - great that it is level

access but if I can only stand up for 60

seconds and need a shower seat, then it is

not much use.

Don’t go too big too soon - start with a short

break not too far away from home before

you book that trip-of-a-lifetime to New

Zealand.

Don’t put up with shoddy service - if the

disabled facilities at a hotel are lacking, then

tell the management. there are 14 million of

us in the UK alone, our opinions matter. l

Any place worth visiting will understand that

you want a beautiful hotel room and not one

that will give you flashbacks to being in hospital.

Disabled-friendly doesn’t have to mean clinical,

although it feels like many interior designers

don’t understand this. 

A decent hotel or tour operator will

understand that you want to be able to get in and

out of the pool with the rest of your family and

although you might need special equipment or

assistance, you want to enjoy the same

attractions that everyone else can. And they will

understand that you are far more than just a

wheelchair or a pair of wobbly legs.
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Visit the National Stud

www.nationalstud.co.uk

Wonderful base for visiting the Yorkshire
Dales, Lake District and West Coast.
Whole of ground floor is suitable for
wheel chair access with bedroom that
can be twin or superking and wetroom.
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The Rings is set in 90 acres of peaceful
farmland. It has stunning views of an ever
changing picture of Fife Countryside. 
The innovative design of our cottages give you the
freedom to book as many or as few rooms as you
would like to suit your needs, accommodating up
to 16 guests together or in self contained
apartments. We want to enable all members of
your family or group to have a holiday together.

Equipment available for hire.

We offer the freedom of self-catering, accessible,
accommodation in a central location for your
dream holiday in Fife. Described by guests as "the
most accessible accommodation they have ever
stayed in".

Lots to do within a short drive but also St Andrews is 20mins away, Dundee only 35mins and
Edinburgh an hours drive. Perthshire and the Angus glens are all within easy reach for day trips.

THE RINGS www.therings.co.uk
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Redwings is the UK’s largest horse sanctuary caring for
over 1,500 rescued horses, ponies, donkeys and mules. 

You can get up-close and cuddly with some of the charity’s adorable residents
at its five visitor centres across the country – and, best of all, entry is free!

All centres have fully accessible cafes and gift shops, with all sale proceeds
going towards Redwings’ work. There’s also free parking, as well as disabled
parking and toilets, and a schedule of school holiday activities to keep all
ages entertained.

Each centre is open every Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday, 10am to
4pm, throughout the year. 

To find your nearest Redwings
visitor centre, head to

www.redwings.org.uk/visiting or call
01508 481000 for help with any
enquiries around accessibility.

A D V E R T O R I A L

l The Trust provides ideal family accommodation
for the severely disabled

l Its properties ensure privacy, security and
outstanding disability facilities

l Its properties exceed the very stringent demands
of “Access Exceptional”.

T he Lin Berwick Trust has the highest standard of
facilities and equipment for those with disabilities

who need 24/7 care. We have three self-catering
properties all sleeping six people in Norfolk, Cornwall
and on the Firth of Forth in Scotland. Each property has
a disability suite that is second to none both in
equipment and space.

All our properties are furnished to VisitBritain’s
four-star self-catering standard and considerably
better equipped than is required for VisitBritain’s
accessibility rating of “Access Exceptional”. 

The spacious properties have been designed for
the comfort of the disabled visitor as well as that of
their family members or carers, and are in attractive

village or country settings.
Ralph Boyce House, in Cornwall, is in the unlikely

sounding village of No Man’s Land, which you will find
is not true – it overlooks a beautiful valley, only a short
distance from the coast and the old smuggling port of
Looe with its beach, small fishing port, restaurants,
cafés, pubs, shops and services. There’s lots to do in
this stretch of the Cornish coast which has stunning
scenery and unique coastal towns and villages.

Denis Duncan House, in Scotland, is situated in
the lovely and outstanding conservation village of
Dirleton. The village is on the Firth of Forth between
the Scottish capital of Edinburgh and the nearby pretty
coastal town of North Berwick with its beach and
Seabird Centre, shops, restaurants, cafés and pubs. 

The sitting room leads into a comfortable
conservatory from which you can see the local wildlife
– deer, pheasant, squirrels and many garden birds and
even the occasional hedgehog. Upstairs there are two
twin bedded rooms, a family bathroom and second
sitting room for the family or carers. 

Berwick Cottage, in Norfolk, is in the attractive
village of East Harling situated in the Brecklands which
is in the middle of the East Anglian tourist region, and
in easy driving distance from the Norfolk Broads in the
north and to Framlingham Castle in the south.

All three properties sleep six (two with
disabilities) and are very spacious with lots of room for
disabled people and their families or carers. The
disabled suites are extremely well equipped with two
profiling beds, an overhead hoist to the en-suite
bathroom that has a height adjustable wash hand
basin and Clos-o-Mat toilet, a hi-lo bath and a full size
wheel-in shower. 

They have a House Manager who meets and
greets visitors on their arrival and explains how all the
items of equipment work.  They are contactable in an
emergency during your stay.

For further details or to book your holiday please
visit our website at www.thelinberwicktrust.org.uk
The properties are open all year. We will be taking
bookings for 2020 from mid-September.  

The Lin Berwick Trust - the disabled holiday accommodation specialists

A D V E R T O R I A L

The award winning South Tynedale

Railway is England’ s highest narrow

gauge railway and lies in the North

Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural

Beauty. Join us for a leisurely ride

through the picturesque South Tyne

Valley behind one

of our trains hauled

by vintage steam,

diesel or battery

electric locomotives. You’ ll see

stunning views of wide open skies and

wildlife aplenty as you journey

between Alston and Slaggyford. The

Crossing Café at Alston serves an

exciting seasonal menu to eat in or

take out and eat on the train or at one

of our picnic areas. You can spoil

yourself with an afternoon tea or visit

the lineside Buffet Car at Slaggyford

which serves a range of snacks and

drinks. At Alston you can visit the

Discovery Centre

and Viewing

Gallery and find

out more about

the history of the railway. All public

areas of our site are accessible, our

trains have space for wheelchairs and

trains can be boarded easily via a

ramp. Dogs are welcome everywhere

on site and carers go free.

Welcome to the friendly railway!

Visit our website www.south-tynedale-railway.org.uk for details of our 

train operating days and special events. 
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F
oRMER PRoFESSIoNAL SNooKER player

Steve Harrison works relentlessly to give young

adults with learning difficulties their big break.

Sheffield-based Steve, 47, laid down his cue after

12 years on the professional circuit to set up a

grassroots scheme in his local area that’s

transformed the lives of hundreds of young people

and won him an MBE in the process.

Steve was inspired by, and shines with pride when

he talks about his father, Ray, a paraplegic gold

medallist in 1985 who believed that grassroots

snooker was a great social leveller and could be the

catalyst to change lives for good. Ray was a keen

sportsman who played football for Sheffield United

and loved a game of cricket, before being diagnosed

with polio at the age of 17.

Steve set up his first snooker club in 2007, as a

social enterprise, aimed at helping local youngsters

who might have trouble participating in other

sports.

“It’s easy to work your way around a snooker

table,” Steve explains. “there’s something to hold on

to, so mobility isn’t an issue and you’re very close to

the action. Snooker’s easy to learn and you can

develop a range of skills as you progress. And

that’s without the other activities that we’ve

developed that can help with numeracy, literacy

and social skills: it’s a really versatile and

educational way to spend valuable time.”

Soon after Steve set up his club, the Stephen

Harrison Academy, he was approached by

Sheffield Council who asked him if he could host

sessions for adults with learning difficulties. the

service soon expanded to young people aged

between 18 – 25 and Steve now works with

more than 35 youngsters.

“We’re proud of what we do at the moment

but we’re constrained by our facilities,” explains

Steve, who runs the academy from the first floor

of Walkley Community Centre, three miles from

Sheffield city centre. “there are accessibility

issues and we’re currently trying to raise

£40,000 to find a new home so we can help

more young people.

“I get emails and phone calls from dozens of

parents every week who’ve read or heard about

the work we do. With better facilities we could

work with more young people locally, help

Could
snooker

skills
change

your life?

Join the Cue

Sport>>

u

David Collins, longest serving member

of the Stephen Harrison Academy.
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Sport>>

train franchisees who could run services in other

parts of the country and employ more staff to open

our clubs for longer hours.

“When anyone comes to visit, they quickly realise

it’s about much more than a game of snooker. It’s a

game that gives them the chance to get better at

numeracy, to improve their vocabulary and to grow

their confidence.”

Several of the young people Steve’s worked with

have grown so attached to the club that they stay

once their regular sessions come to an end, training

as coaches and volunteering to work with Steve’s

latest intakes.

they’re complemented by Steve’s extended

family, with huge support through the year from his

four children, Katie, Lucy, Elise and Harry and

notably his aunt, Maureen Green, still a driving force

in the organisation at the age of 81.

We’ve changed the

lives of so many

young people thanks

to dad’s legacy that

I’ve lost count.

Steve Harrison with a picture of his father Ray (top

right), with his MBE (left), and with members of the

Stephen Harrison Academy.
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J
oE BELL IS just one of the

Stephen Harrison Academy

(SHA) success stories; in just two

short years, he’s learnt the sport,

won national recognition and now

coaches others to pass on the skills

he’s learnt.

Joe joined the academy’s

Disability Snooker Group in 2017:

various health issues meant he was

nervous about leaving his house, so

rarely went out. His first visits to

the club were thanks to his nan,

who drove him to and from his

sessions.

“Joe was really shy at first – he

had trouble communicating with

others and had certainly never

picked up a snooker cue before,”

explains Steve Harrison, who runs

the SHA. “Gradually, he started to

ask questions and then wanted to

know everything about the sport,

how to strike the ball, how to stand

and how to win.”

From having few friends and

little confidence, Joe struck up

close relationships with some of

the other academy players, with

whom he plays regularly.

In 2018, Joe enrolled onto the

academy’s UK Snooker Awards

programme, a six-step programme

covering a range of skills from basic

snooker techniques to

modules on nutrition,

literacy, numeracy,

psychological techniques

and public speaking.

After graduating the

same year, Joe went on to

win the National Junior

Disability Snooker Championships.

“I love the game: it relaxes me

and makes me feel good,” explains

Joe. You know when you win it’s a

great feeling and even sometimes if

I lose it makes me want to practise

more to get better. If I hadn’t

joined the Disability Snooker

Group I probably would have never

picked up a cue.”

Before starting with the

academy, Joe’s nan was his

transport manager, taking him to

places because he was too nervous

to travel alone. But now? Joe plays

in two snooker leagues in the

evenings and travels independently

around Sheffield to get to his

matches, is the captain of one of

the teams and attends monthly

league meetings.

“We’re so proud of Joe and his

progress,” said Steve. “through his

own efforts and determination,

he’s found a way to overcome his

difficulties and his interest in this

accessible sport will help to shape

his future.”

Find out more
the Stephen Harrison Academy

offers a range of activities for

young people with physical and

learning difficulties. to find out

more, visit their website

http://www.snookerskills.com/ l

Joe’s story: from his nan’s passenger seat to National Champion

I love the game: it

relaxes me and

makes me feel good.

He’s also actively supported by some local

businesses, including recruitment experts tribePad.

“We’ve changed the lives of so many young

people thanks to Dad’s legacy that I’ve lost count,”

Steve smiles. “Sheffield’s the natural home of

snooker, with plans to host the World

Championships until 2027.

“It would be great to grow the grassroots,

community aspect of the sport so it gains the same

recognition and brings joy, learning, better mental

health and the chance to play sport for as wide a

range of people as possible.” l
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Cricket is having a moment. England’s ICC World Cup success
catapulted lightning-quick bowler Jofra Archer to household-

name status this summer, lighting the touch paper for a gripping
Ashes contest. But, away from the mainstream, another quiet
revolution is bubbling under. For two weeks across the west (and
occasionally wet) Midlands in August, England’s ‘other’ global
cricket tournament this summer – the five-nation physical disability
world series – showcased the PD game’s elite performers, whose
greatest hits were no less impressive than those served up by Ben
Stokes, Eoin Morgan, Jos Buttler and company. 

Those who watched Suganesh Mahendran’s 11-ball
innings of 33 that swung – literally – the final India’s
way against the hosts at Worcestershire’s New Road will
treasure the memory of his quartet of monstrous sixes,
not least the one that smacked the top tier of the Basil
D’Oliveira stand. It was a fitting finale; for this was a
tournament that consistently made a mockery of
physical limitations and reminded us all of the power of
will and desire. 

To watch the hosts’ ground fielding, sharper than a
tack – notably Jordan Williams’ string of spectacular
catches and scrambling stops – was an inspirational
sight – not least his six-saving stop in a must-win nail-
biting final group game against Bangladesh that booked England
a semi-final spot against big-hitting Afghanistan.

England head coach Ian Salisbury had talked before the
tournament of his side’s potency; a seemingly disparate mix both of
ages and professions bound tightly by the desire to transform
perceptions and to touch people. Here was the pulsing proof. 

Those who watched a hugely impressive India – unbeaten in five
games across the tournament – eventually down a gutsy, youthful
England, with fearless opener 17-year-old Angus Brown, one of four
teenagers in their squad, hitting 64 in the final, did so with eyes that
grew wider with each moment of the unfolding drama. 

That England, buckling under the weight of three games in 24
hours eventually ran out of gas when well-placed chasing India’s
180 to finish 36 runs short was no shame. There was – and is –

a bigger picture, as England skipper Iain Nairn attested in the
aftermath of defeat. 

“It’s been a hugely proud moment to be part of this tournament,
to be playing with this team of human beings who are the best that
you could wish for, with the behaviours that they’ve shown on and
off the field, not to mention their cricketing ability,” he said.

Nairn – who lost his right leg at 16 months – may skipper the
cream of England’s PD cricketers – top-notch club performers in
their own right – yet his readiness to emphasis on those personal

qualities cricket – any cricket – can develop is telling. 
Physical disability is one of four distinct England sides,

alongside learning disabled, hearing and visually impaired
– with each national outfit the pinnacle of a strong
respective recreational set-up. Research by the England
and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) suggests 62,000 people
currently play some form of cricket every weekend; be that
the club game, indoor or outdoor, or the table-top version
of the game – the latter a captivating spectacle played on
an adapted table-tennis table, and one that really does
work for everybody.

The success of tournaments such as the PD world
series will, it is hoped, be reflected in the ongoing attempts
to win more converts. The launch of a new ECB strategy in

2020 will build on a spike in disability participation in cricket since
2015 – and ensure all 38 counties have a specialist disability officer.
And, as Ian Martin, head of disability cricket for ECB since 2007 and
a champion of driving the game for all, says: “we’re not just developing
cricketers, we’re developing people.”

The future is bright, and the sky – much like the stratospheric hitting
on offer this summer – is the limit. We can’t all be Jofra Archer – we
can’t all be Angus Brown, but that’s not the point. Pathways exist to take
the most-talented players to the top of the tree, but there are many
branches along the way – be they through ECB, or the work done by
myriad Lord’s Taverners grass-roots programmes. They offer a no-less
attractive view of a vibrant game that offers a role for everyone, and a
view beyond boundaries that are gradually being broken down.
disabilitycricket@ecb.co.uk By Steve Morgan
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W
ItH MEMoRIES oF last season’s close-run

Premier League title race and jaw-dropping

European triumphs fading, new football dreams are

unfolding. 

the 2019/20 season is well underway and the

thoughts of disabled players throughout the UK

are yet again turning to possible glory in the FA

Disability Cup.

the FA Disability Cup is the largest competition

of its kind in this country, ensuring that players

within impairment-specific football have a national

FA competition to call their own, complete with

dreams of reaching St. George’s Park for finals

weekend.

this year there were five cup finals and here are

the winners.

Sport>>

They Think It’s All Over-

Well It’s Not

Powerchair Cup Final

Aspire PFC 4-1 Northern thunder PFC

Cerebral Palsy Cup Final

CP North West 8-1 North East & Yorkshire

Disability

Partially Sighted Cup Final

Birmingham Futsal 4-9 North West

Scorpions

Amputee Cup Final

Everton Amputee FC 4-1 Portsmouth

Amputee FC

Blind Cup Final 

West Bromwich Albion 0-2 Merseyside Blind
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Behind every winning team there are of course

hard-working managers, secretaries, coaches and

organisations that promote disability football, all of

whom are dreaming of a trip to St George’s Park

next summer. 

National Partially Sighted
Football League

the Partially Sighted Football League was formed

over 30 years ago and has since built links with

both British Blind Sport (BBS) and the FA to

become the only league that caters for partially

sighted adults.

the PSFL holds eight central venue fixture

dates per season between the months of

September and April, these consist of six league

and two cup and are usually held at Futsal venues

across the country. the league caters for both

male and female individuals over the age of 16 and

has one division comprising six teams. 

the winners of league and the league cup

qualify to play at St. George’s Park as part of the

FA Disability Cup Finals day.

England Amputee Football
Association Irwin Mitchell
National League
the league consists of eight teams and runs from

october to May, including both a league and

league cup competition.

Due to the teams being spread throughout the

country, the league consists of a north conference

and a south conference that each league team

takes turns in hosting. the teams take part in

regional central-venue fixtures throughout the year

and then teams from both conferences come

together for the play-off finals to decide the

overall league champions.

the winners of the league and cup both

progress to St. George’s Park for FA Disability Cup

Finals weekend.

National Blind Football League

the league was formed in advance of the 2008-09

season and consists of both a league and cup

competition. the league committee works closely

with the FA to support the development of the

game and offers a competitive route for blind

players.

Sport>>

u
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teams across the country, many of whom are now

embedded within pre-existing Charter Standard

clubs.

the teams take part in regional and national

fixtures through September to May. teams from

the league also compete for the national cup

competition in February.

the winning league team from the national cup

will compete against the league winner at St.

George’s Park as part of the FA Disability Cup

Finals weekend.

Wheelchair Football Association
the Wheelchair Football Association’s national

league was established for the 2005-06 season,

with six teams competing at three weekend

events.

the WFA has worked with the FA to develop

the sport and provide a complete player pathway

Sport>>

the league runs a monthly central-venue

fixture programme between october and March

based at the Royal National College for the Blind in

Hereford, with the cup competition traditionally

taking place as the final event of the season in

April.

there are three teams in the league, with

players allocated to a team based on their

involvement in a number of training hubs that train

on a weekly basis across the country. the Brian

Aarons Cup is played at the end of the season over

a one-day format with teams taking part in a

number of fixtures on the day.

the winners of the league and the Brian Aarons

Cup then qualify to play at St. George’s Park as

part of the FA Disability Cup Finals day.

National Cerebral Palsy Football
League
the league was established in its current guise

prior to the 2015-16 season through a partnership

between the FA and CP Sport. Prior to this, FA

regional CP centres of excellence were a key part

of the FA talent pathway and they participated in

monthly fixtures.

However, with the continued evolution of the

talent pathway, it became clear that a national

league for grassroots footballers was required.

the FA worked with CP Sport to establish a

league format and together with the County FA

network to establish a network of CP football
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from grassroots participation to national league

competition and international selection.

Now in its 13th season, the national league

competition comprises of Premiership and

Championship divisions with 24 teams competing

over a series of 11 weekends.

the events are held at the Lee Westwood

Sports Centre at Nottingham trent University. the

national competition structure is supported by six

regional league competitions and a play-off

process which sees teams promoted and relegated

within the pyramid.

In 2011, the WFA Cup was launched. this is a

competition that is open to all affiliated powerchair

football clubs within England and operates on a

home or away basis.

the first two rounds operate on a north and

south divide, with Premiership teams receiving a

bye into round two. And 2018-19’s WFA Cup saw

27 teams enter the competition - their highest

ever, with the final taking place at St. George’s

Park as part of the FA Disability Cup Finals

weekend.

Find out more
For further information on disability football and

any of these organisations go to

www.thefa.com/get-involved/player/disability l

Sport>>
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t
HE UK’S MoSt

accessible technology

hub to drive disability

innovation and assistive

technology has been launched

in London.

the East London Inclusive

Enterprise Zone (ELIEZ) is the first

fully accessible, specially designed space for

entrepreneurs and business leaders who are

disabled or are focused on servicing disabled

people.

It will feature an innovation lab optimised for

accessibility, which will accelerate the

development of needed products and services

through from idea stage to global deployment. the

zone will also coordinate the delivery of accessible

innovation education, training and events.

ELIEZ is a collaboration between University

College London (UCL), Plexal, Here East, Global

Disability Innovation Hub, Disability Rights UK,

Capital Enterprise, Greater London Authority,

Loughborough University,

London College of Fashion,

University of the Arts London

(UAL), Hackney Council, Ford

Mobility, Inclusion London,

Barclays Eagle Labs, and the

London Legacy Development

Corporation (LLDC).

Both the Plexal innovation centre and

UCL’s advanced engineering capabilities will be

adapted as part of the design process, based on

the recommendations of an expert panel led by

Disability Rights UK. 

the £1.2 million project will receive £500,000

from Research England, match-funded by the

partners and supported through in-kind contributions.

“the Mayor and I are committed to ensuring all

Londoners can participate in our thriving economy

and this exciting new project is an important step in

making this a reality and creating new opportunities

for disabled entrepreneurs,” said Deputy Mayor of

London for Business, Rajesh Agrawal.

Employment>>

Accessibility & Diversity
Key To Innovation

u
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The IPO is an inclusive employer. We are
building a great place to work where
everyone is confident being themselves.

Visit Civil Service Jobs and search for
the Intellectual Property Office.
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“I’m thrilled that such a diverse group of

partners has come together to create this new

innovation zone and I look forward to seeing it

help new start-ups grow and thrive.”

About 15% of the global population has a form

of disability, yet disabled people are frequently

excluded from the opportunities available to non-

disabled people.

As an example of this exclusion, only one in ten

disabled people has access to the assistive

technology they require to go to school, work, or

have a family. In the UK, the disability employment

gap – the difference in the rate of employment of

disabled people and non-disabled people – has

remained at around 30% for a decade. 

the new hub aims to support entrepreneurship

and transform the business of accessible

innovation from a cottage industry into a fledgling

sector, which drives better inclusion and

productivity.

the zone will build on the success of the Global

Disability Innovation (GDI) Hub, which already

provides exceptional disability-focused teaching,

research and innovation as well as delivering a UK

Aid funded £20m global programme on assistive

technology.

Dr Catherine Holloway, the Academic Director

of the GDI Hub at UCL, said: "the East London

Inclusive Enterprise Zone builds on the legacy of

the London 2012 Paralympic Games – the most

successful Paralympic Games ever. More

importantly, it will nurture a new generation of

diverse entrepreneurs and innovators who are

committed to developing a better, fairer future for

all people.

"our aim is to launch 100 new start-ups which

will then kick-start the UK’s first inclusive

innovation sector and foster inclusive

technological, social and economic growth for the

benefit of all."

ELIEZ is one of 20 University Enterprise Zones

(UEZs), launched with a £20 million investment and

delivered by Research England, part of UK

Research and Innovation.

to register interest in the East London Inclusive

Enterprise Zone (ELIEZ), visit: bit.ly/ELIEZ-register l

Employment>>
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F
oR MAx LEVENE and Vishal Wilde, this autumn

marks the end of their second year on a fast-track

leadership programme run to attract the brightest and

the best into public-sector work in the Civil Service.

the highly competitive programme attracts tens

of thousands of graduate applicants each year –

with just 5% of those who apply eventually offered

a place. there’s a rigorous selection programme

including online testing, group work and face-to-

face interviews.

Max and Vishal have agreed to an interview with

Living with Disability because theirs are no ordinary

stories. they’ve faced, and dealt

with, particular physical and

mental challenges as part of the

process too – and are speaking to

us to let others know that with

ambition and determination, a

place on the prestigious Civil

Service Fast Stream programme

could be yours too.

Max’s story
Max Levene was 17 when he suffered a traumatic

injury to his spine while playing rugby, just minutes

before the end of an inter-school match. Sports-

mad Max’s life changed in an instant as his spinal

cord was crushed, leaving him paralysed from the

chest down.

Employment>>

Max and Vishal are...

Living Life
in the Fast
Stream

With the accident happening mid-way through his

A’ level years, the event could have been devastating.

But Max’s determination and ambition meant that

following a nine-hour operation, three weeks on life

support and a challenging 12 months of intensive

hospital care and rehabilitation at a specialist spinal

injuries unit, he was able to go back to school and

pick up his studies where he left off.  With

determined support from his family, school and

friends, Max went on to study Economics at the

University of East Anglia, staying at

the university to take his Master’s

degree. He’s very keen we give a

huge shout-out to Back Up, the

charity for those with spinal cord

injury, at this point for their

practical and emotional support in

getting him back into education.

“It was while I was at university

that someone suggested I apply for

the Economists’ Fast Stream

programme in the Civil Service,” Max explains. “I had

to go through the whole process: it teaches you a lot

about yourself and the feedback you receive at that

stage is incredibly helpful. 

“It’s really important when you’re applying for roles

to be clear about what you need so a potential

employer knows how to help you.

Max Levene.
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Andrew DAC Employee, uses SuperNova and ZoomText from

Freedom Scientific, which enabled him to get into commercial

employment. These two packages basically achieve the same ability

which is to increase the magnification of the

screen. It can also invert the colours of the

screen and enable users to use a larger more

prominent Mouse Cursor, and some versions

of the two brands incorporate speech output.

www.digitalaccessibilitycentre.org

A D V E R T O R I A L

Digital Accessibility Centre (DAC), is a not for profit
organisation which tests digital products such as

software applications, websites, and native apps etc,
to ensure compliance with web standards.

They also provide training and bespoke e-learning
modules covering digital accessibility.

www.digitalaccessibilitycentre.org
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At Sutton Housing Partnership

we take our Disability Confident

status seriously and in doing so

have got some really practical

things going on!

We work in conjunction with local
organisations to support those with
different levels of  ability in the workplace.

We offer internships through local colleges as well as work
placements around our business. Having run this programme for a
number of  years we are proud of  its success and translation into paid
employment for those who have taken part. We are flexible and will
take practical steps to support people through our recruitment and
onboarding processes.

To find out more about Sutton Housing Partnership and opportunities
to work with us visit https://www.suttonhousingpartnership.org.uk/
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I was travelling to the final assessment centre from

Cambridgeshire and the train was delayed – because

I’d made them aware I have mobility issues initially

and then let them know about the delay, the Civil

Service recruiters knew that I might need some extra

time to get to the centre, and they delayed my test

until later in the day so I could still do it.

“If I’d been too scared to mention it, I might have

missed out on an amazing opportunity.

“I use speech recognition software, so that was

available. And when I was eventually offered a job,

they deferred my start date so I could have a major

operation, so I could get it out of the way before I

started work full-time.

“When I was thinking about where

I’d like to work, I balanced the

benefits of working for a good,

accommodating employer with the

kind of work I wanted to do. the Civil

Service worked in both categories.”

Max, 27, is now London-based and

works in the Department for Work

and Pensions (DWP) where he works

in economic forecasting, predicting

future levels of payments of disability

benefits.

“the Civil Service has worked hard to make sure

it’s easy for me to work,” says Max. “If my energy

levels are suffering, it’s ok for me to work at home; if

it’s going to take me a bit longer to get to work,

they’re fine with me starting a bit later: their flexibility

means I can work to my best level at all times.

Sometimes things take a little longer which can be

personally frustrating: getting the tech with dictation

software took a long time, but that’s the same for lots

of people waiting for updated equipment.”

While different projects can demand different

working patterns, Max’s love of sport still sees him

attending rugby fixtures at twickenham thanks to the

RFU Injured Players’ Foundation, skiing and with high

hopes of trying quad tennis in the near future.

“I didn’t specify that I wanted to work for DWP

when I entered the Economics Fast Stream,” Max

concludes “But the size of the organisation and the

fact it had a system in place to support me means I

can still do the job I want to do at the level I want to

do it.”

Vishal’s story
Vishal Wilde, 25, has always had a strong public

service ethos: he’s spent time as a Naval Reservist,

working at the Adam Smith Institute and think tank

The Cobden Institute and won the Young Writer on

Liberty award in 2014. 

He was forced to reassess his career options in the

past couple of years, following a severe mental health

episode which resulted in a psychotic

episode and in being sectioned in a

secure unit. 

“that put a stop to my reservist

career,” Vishal explains, “So I had to

look for another way to work in the

sector I love.”

Vishal’s episode resulted in his

being diagnosed with autism spectrum

condition, which experts say affects

around 7000,000 people in the UK,

and in Vishal’s case results in frequent

sleepless nights due to racing thoughts, subsequent

exhaustion and some challenges around the way his

communication could be perceived by others.

Vishal applied for and was accepted onto the Fast

Stream Summer Diversity Internship Programme, a

different route from the one Max took, which

bypasses many of the initial Civil Service selection

processes. the programme is specifically set up to

encourage inclusivity and diversity.

Vishal was put straight to work in HM treasury,

working on drafting upcoming legislation. From

there he was accepted onto the Generalist Fast

Stream, which gives graduates experience in a range

of different government departments. Vishal is now

in his sixth role, as policy Capability Lead at DWP.

“When you join the Civil Service, as someone

with mental health issues, you quickly realise that

Employment>>

Vishal Wilde.

u
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A D V E R T O R I A L

A
re you disabled and

struggling to find

work? You aren’t alone,

which is why we developed

Evenbreak in 2011.

Evenbreak is a specialist job

board run by disabled

people, for disabled people.

We work with employers

who understand the

benefits of a diverse workforce, and are actively

seeking to attract more disabled candidates.

Employers like Channel 4, Lloyds Banking Group, John

Lewis and many more. So whatever your disability –

physical, mental, neuro-diverse – make sure you look

for work opportunities with employers who will value

your skills, and see your talent first. Find your next job

on the most accessible job board in the UK at

https://www.evenbreak.co.uk

Jane Hatton

Founder/Director
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wellbeing is at heart of their people management

process,” he continues. “I quickly went through

some occupational health assessments and there’s

an ongoing Employee Assistance Programme.” one

of his postings, in the Department for transport,

had to be cut short due to a psychotic episode,

relapse and emergency hospitalisation, but Vishal

was able to return to work after a few weeks, with

support from his management team and

colleagues.

“there are teams of mental health first aiders as

standard, and you’re encouraged to work flexibly

and to plan your time so that you’re really fighting fit

when you’re at work,” says Vishal. “My time with the

Civil Service means I’ve been doing a job of which

I’m really proud – it’s had a profound effect on my

ability to work and my hopes for my future career.”

Where can I find out more?
The Civil Service wants to become the UK’s most

inclusive employer by 2020.

Applications to next year’s Civil Service Fast

Stream are open in the autumn. If you’ve been

inspired by Max and Vishal’s stories, visit the

website to find out more

https://www.faststream.gov.uk/ If you’re seeing

this edition too late for the cut-off date, check

back to the website later in the year.

Both Max and Vishal have completed

Reasonable Adjustment Passports, which detail

how their employers can

help them work best. The

regularly updated

documents ensure their

current and any future

teams have the right

information to provide

the help they need – and,

importantly, save Max

and Vishal from needless

repetition and constant

explanation. l

Practical advice from
Max and Vishal

• Definitely declare your disability – that’s the only

way an employer knows how to help you best. If

you don’t tell them, they won’t know what to do

• Some jobs have a guaranteed interview scheme to

broaden the diversity of their workforce – letting

someone know about your disability might mean

you can bypass part of the usual process

• Let colleagues know how they can help – you

might need some additional technology to make

meetings easier or a little extra time to make your

way round a building. they can only help if you’ve

flagged up how you can work together best

• Be specific about what you need at work: some

people labour under preconceptions and could

think they’re being helpful, but provide the wrong

kind of help

• If you have mental health issues, they can

sometimes affect the way you communicate. By

telling colleagues in advance, they’ll understand if

you sound abrupt or find it hard to make eye

contact on some days

• Be a positive advocate for your workplace: by

showing it’s practical to work, you’ll be opening

the doors for others who want the same

opportunities

Employment>>

To view the latest job
vacancies and career

opportunities at
Flintshire County Council

visit our website
www.flintshire.gov.uk
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Royal Holloway is committed
to equality of  opportunities and
we want to encourage more
disabled applicants.
https://www.royalhollow ay.ac.uk
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Everyone has the ability and

potential to develop and grow in

their life and career, and living

with a disability should not hold

you back.

Whatever your situation, the

National Careers Service is here to

help you achieve your goals and reach your potential.

We can help you to:

• consider career choices that take into account your

needs.

• support you to review your skills and develop new

goals.

• motivate you to implement your plan of action.

• signpost you to specialist organisations that

support with disabilities.

For local support please contact

Lauren.Fairley@gcemployment.uk

Call 0800 100 900 to speak to a qualified careers adviser.

Visit nationalcareers.service.gov.uk

for more information.
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B
Ut tHAt’S Not the sort of science that Katie

has her sights set on just now.

As Chief Executive officer of Lightyear

Foundation, Katie and her team are on a mission to

link the science sector to learning and life

opportunities for disabled people – with major

benefits for both.

Katie is both articulate and passionate about

her subject:

“the science sector is the fastest growing area in

the UK economy at the moment, but it’s also a sector

with a very high number of job vacancies. Almost

half of all disabled people are not in work because

many find it hard to break down the barriers that

would give them chance to get a job. Part of the

attraction is that this isn’t just a ‘nice to do’.

Employers are starting to recognise that here is an

opportunity to tap into

a business solution.

there’s a pool of

people that are ready

and capable of working

and an opportunity to

help an underserved

employment market. there is a growing realisation

that if all jobs and workers are alike, businesses come

up with narrow-focused solutions. to overcome the

big global challenges, our scientists and engineers of

the future need to come from all walks of life.

therefore, it makes sense that the science sector,

opens its doors to a wider range of candidates. 

“that strategy not only has tangible commercial

benefits for the sector. 

“For some disabled people, that opportunity

Lightyear
Foundation

If the UK’s National Grid could harness

Katie Sparkes’ energy, we’d solve the

sustainable energy situation in a matter

of minutes.

Katie Sparkes.

u
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Croydon Tutorial College - a place to come to learn
computer programming if you are blind.

Affordable 5 day intensive introductory and
intermediate Python and C Sharp (C#)
programming courses taught using Microsoft
Visual Studio and Microsoft’s Code Talk plugin for
Visual Studio.

Starting in January 2020 Croydon Tutorial College will be

running 1 week intensive 5 day programming courses

designed to get blind programming students coding in Python

and in C#.  The level of the courses will be of a standard

suitable for students planning to take GCSE Computer Science

and also for blind professionals wishing to master the art of

computer programming.

There are four courses currently available

1. Introductory Python Programming for Beginners using

Microsoft Visual Studio with CodeTalk

2. Introductory C# Programming for Beginners using

Microsoft Visual Studio with CodeTalk

3. Intermediate Python Programming using Microsoft Visual

Studio with CodeTalk

4. Intermediate C# Programming using Microsoft Visual

Studio with CodeTalk

Computer Programming for the Blind

Course fees are £750.00

per course and the

courses will be held at

our offices at Weatheril

House Croydon.

Croydon Tutorial College is associated with First

Technology Transfer which has been involved in running

introductory and advanced computer programming

courses for over 20 years.

https://croydontutorialcollege.education

Tel. 07739 642996

Email: andrew.eliasz@gmail.com

awe@ftt.co.uk

York St John University is dedicated to creating an inclusive
environment for our disabled students, staff and visitors.
As a Disability Confident employer we take a proactive
approach to removing barriers to access, participation,

progression and achievement.

We recruit for a wide variety of positions including
administrative and library support; academic roles; cleaning

and maintenance staff; IT technicians and sports staff.
If you would like to find out more please visit

https://www.yorksj.ac.uk/jobs/ - we’d love to hear from you.

Bolton College is a further
education college based in the north

west.  We provide high quality vocational
education and training to school leavers, adults

who wish to obtain qualifications or retrain, we also
welcome people to the college who may not have been in

education for some time. We are an inclusive college, proud to serve
our local community and have over 800 courses for you to consider.
We are part of the wider University of Bolton Group which means that

our students have the opportunity to further their education after
college and can access higher education courses at the

University. We employ 550 staff
who are highly trained and
dedicated to supporting our
students to achieve.

BoltonBolton CollegeCollege
We provide a range of

accounting services for all clients

Wishing

“Living with Disability”

every success

Telephone: 0141 848 7474

Email: mail@johnmtaylor.co.uk

www.johnmtaylor.co.uk
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can literally mean the difference between spending

your adult life in a day centre or having a really

meaningful job.”

Lightyear Foundation was set by a group of

enthusiastic friends keen to solve some of the

problems faced by the scientific sector.

“they were looking for an area where they

could make a difference and time again were

presented with the fact that the science sector

really suffers from a lack of diversity: the processes

in place to recruit staff, adjustments to make

working environments accessible and a distinct

lack of disabled role models all act as a barrier to

recruiting talent from the broadest possible pool,”

Katie explains.

“Interestingly, when you look at the neuro-diverse

way that many disabled people work, it makes them

perfect candidates to work in the science sector.

Being visually impaired can be a real advantage for

mathematicians: geometric maths, for example, can

often be worked out much faster by someone not

constrained by their eyesight.

Absorbing detail that might
otherwise go unnoticed
“Being tactile, rather than relying on sight, can

change the way you view things. one of the world’s

leading experts on the history of life, Geerat Vermeij,

has produced research that has led to better

understanding of how fossils once interacted with

the world at large. Vermeij’s inspection of relics is by

touch: he was diagnosed with glaucoma as a child

and has been blind since he was three. Vermeij has

had to rely on other senses to continue his work.

Because he cannot lean on his sight, colleagues have

said that Vermeij has singular insight into evolution,

absorbing detail of layers and shapes with his hands

that might otherwise go unnoticed.”

Lightyear Foundation has a number of innovative

initiatives designed to help people with disabilities

into jobs in the science sector.

Providing a role model
their year-old role model programme aims to

showcase people with disabilities, both learning and

physical, working in the science sector, to

demonstrate what’s possible to those who aren’t

aware the sector could be for them.

“We set the programme up following a lot of

feedback from people who said they don’t see

anyone who looks or behaves like them working in

jobs in science,” Katie continues.

“But it’s still hard to get people to come

forward.  We spend a long time tracing disabled

scientists who could be role models, with lots of

help from social media and other networks but we

know there are more out there and we’d love to

showcase a variety of people.  We’ve now got

around 20 people who act as ambassadors and visit

schools and organisations. And we’d always love to

speak to more.

“they’ve taught us more about the reason they’re

especially skilled in their areas. We’ve known that

some neuro-diverse learning styles mean that people

often really enjoy repetitive work which might bore

usual candidates for jobs: those skills are especially

Young scientist looks to the future

thanks to the Lightyear Foundation.

u
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helpful in roles in geophysics,

astronomy, space and planetary

services.

“I’ve spoken to one scientist who

told me how much the repetitive

work, and her ability to immerse

herself just in her work, had actually

helped with real behavioural

challenges that she faces on a day-

to-day basis. Her disability has left

her right on the cusp of being unable

to function in an average workplace,

but because she’s in a job where

focus and attention to detail is vital,

it helps her to moderate her

behaviour: if an employer hadn’t

seen this potential, there’s a real

possibility she wouldn’t have been

able to work.”

SEN in STEMM
Lightyear Foundation’s commitment to providing

joined-up opportunities helped them create SEN in

StEMM, a network and round table of

organisations keen to find out more about, co-

create and develop opportunities for people with

disabilities in the science sector.

“the network includes everyone from the Ministry

of Defence to the Zoological Society of London,” says

Katie. “there’s a huge amount of enthusiasm to do

better in the sector – sometimes people just need a

helping hand. they might be frightened of saying the

wrong thing, fearful of using the wrong terminology,

don’t know how to make adjustments in the

workplace or confused by evaluating projects working

with people with complex needs. SEN in StEMM is

working hard to help. 

“For example, two museums and a hospital

working together to produce ‘Calming Kits’ to help

visiting children who struggle with sensory overload.

the network is proving that working together, a lot

of small contributions can deal with some really big

issues and by sharing best practice, avoids

reinventing the wheel.”

Work Inspiration Days
one of the biggest barriers to getting a job,

whether you have a disability or not, can be lack of

self-confidence, so Lightyear Foundation’s tackling

that too.

“We’ve listened to people who really want a job,

and sometimes they’ve told us that standard work

experience processes can leave them feeling isolated

and unsupported. 

“We work with employers to create Work

Inspiration Days, which can provide reassurance by

setting up group work experience – giving people

the chance to try out places of work together in a

co-supportive way, helping them to share

experiences and debrief and reflect effectively. We

have 30 of these days underway and set to complete

by early 2020, from British Aerospace in Bristol to

Facebook HQ in London. We’ve found these

sessions have a truly longer-lasting effect for those

who attend: they’re a really positive experience for

job seekers and employers alike.”

Lightyear Foundation is, by Katie’s own

admission, a relatively tiny organisation, but by

connecting people it’s beginning to have a huge

impact on the employment prospects for disabled

people in the science sector. u
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ADAPTABLE APPRENTICESHIPS
WITH SUPERDRUG/SAVERS

Search for Superdrug/Savers apprenticeship vacancies online at www.superdrug.jobs www.savers.jobs
“You will be offered help, support and adaptations to ensure you get the most out of your apprenticeship”

An apprenticeship teaches you skills for
work, improves your independence and

lets you work towards a qualification, all
while earning a wage. Apprenticeships at
Superdrug/Savers are inclusive and
adaptable for people with a learning
disability

You might pop in to your local
Superdrug to visit the pharmacy, grab a
lipstick or search for a new hair product, but
did you know the company’s
apprenticeships are adaptable and inclusive
for people with a learning disability?

Just seven per cent of working age
adults with a learning disability are in
employment, with the majority
working part-time. Finding the
apprenticeship that is right for
you should be the most
important factor in your
search. 

With 800 stores
throughout the UK and
Ireland, the health and beauty
retailer is one of the most
well-known names on the
high street – it is also
disability confident. 

CONFIDENT 
Superdrug/Savers are signed up to the
Disability Confident Scheme, a sign
showcasing their commitment to employing
and retaining disabled employees in their
stores. The scheme allows them to form
connections with charities and

organisations, like Remploy
(www.remploy.co.uk) and retailTRUST
(www.retailtrust.org.uk), that advise on how
to create an inclusive working environment.

Applying to a disability confident
employer means you are guaranteed an
interview if you are disabled and fit the
criteria for a role. Superdrug/Savers are
dedicated to being a diverse and inclusive
organisation, and that translates into their
adaptable recruitment process.

ADAPTABLE 
As with all employers, finding the right
person to fit a role is a priority, but
Superdrug/Savers go the extra mile to make
sure you are confident and comfortable
throughout the recruitment process. 

From arranging your interview to
finding out if you have the job: you will
always hear from the same member of the
recruitment team. Communicating with one
person throughout the process can help to
build trust.

This familiarity can make explaining any
adaptations you need during the recruitment
process less nerve-racking. Superdrug/Savers
can facilitate different adaptations to make
you feel at ease during the process like

conducting a face-to-face interview instead
of a phone interview or arranging an
interview at a time that suits you.

GUIDANCE
Support for disabled people doesn’t stop
after you start an apprenticeship with
Superdrug/Savers. Throughout your time
with the company you will be offered
assistance, guidance and adjustments to
ensure you get the most out of your
apprenticeship.

An apprenticeship tutor will support you
throughout the time you are there. Tutors
have additional qualifications to better

support people with a
learning disability and are
required to complete 30
hours of continued
professional development
(CPD) a year to further their
knowledge – meaning you
will be in good hands for
your own advancement. 

The physical and mental
wellbeing of employees is a
focus for Superdrug/Savers.

Through the company’s charity connections,
counselling for mental health problems is
available for employees, including
apprentices.

If you fancy a career change or are
looking to start your first job while learning
new skills, Superdrug/Savers apprenticeships
are inclusive, adaptable and could be the
perfect fit for you. 
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“We’re seeing a ripple effect, as discussions in

different places are starting to come together to

create change,” says Katie. “I gave a talk as part of a

panel at the Royal Society. As you’d expect some of

the audience stayed behind to ask questions. there

were moderate queues for the other speakers: mine

comprised dozens of people keen to discuss and

Charlotte Devitz 

Job Title:

Frontier’s Masters

Student in

Ecology and

Evolutionary

Biology at the

University of

Michigan

Disability: Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome

and Pandysautonomia  (EDS +

PANDYS)

Why did you want to work in STEMM?

to be honest, science is all I ever

wanted to do. I wasn’t always sure

what specific field I would go into,

but I love being outdoors, exploring

and catching critters, and I was

fascinated by the natural world.

While my disability is genetic, I

didn’t start showing symptoms until

the end of high school and my world

was turned upside down. In many

ways, my disability is what gave me

the drive to keep moving forward

and now I’m doing work that I

absolutely love.

What’s your favourite thing about

your job or about working in STEMM?

It’s being surrounded by a diverse

community of people who all share

the same passion and drive for

learning and unravelling the

mysteries of the scientific world. I

have found more acceptance and

support in this community than

anywhere else and it is incredibly

empowering.

What are your top tips for a disabled

young person interested in STEMM

as a career?

As supportive and accepting as most

of the scientific community is, just

like the ‘real world’ , you will

encounter people who doubt you

and your ability to succeed or who

aren’t willing to help to

accommodate and work with you to

overcome access barriers. Don’t let

them discourage you. I’ve come

across several people who flat out

refused to even try working with me

and who told me I would never be

able to do field work and now I’m

working with an amazing advisor and

I’m in the middle of my first field

season.

Camilla Pang 
Job Title:

Postdoctoral

Scientist, Author

of ‘Coding People’

due out in March

2020.

Disability: Autistic spectrum disorder

(Asperger’s syndrome), ADHD.

Why did you want to work in STEMM?

to me StEMM wasn’t a job, it was

and still is for my survival. It’s a

guide and a way to understand the

world around me. From the ground

up, by virtue of being on the autistic

spectrum with an eye for detail and

analysis, I built my mechanisms 

so I could communicate and live on

this planet. Humans are confusing

after all.

I loved the deterministic nature of

science, and its universal outreach

that regardless of what nationality

you were from, no matter what

gender, or abstract social grouping

you were assigned, you are a victim

of scientific endeavour and force.

Science and people are everywhere

–  being a scientist, has enabled me

to explore the patterns that work

between the two.

I have been studying my whole

life to become a scientist, where I am

currently in my first proper job

working in AI and bioinformatics for

a pharmaceutical company. the

standard 9-5, the classic daily grind

of commuting (which is still hard for

me), and the intermittent interaction

with people in different contexts.

the work itself is something I am

passionate about, and thanks to the

humbling endeavour and character

obtained from having mental health

disorders – it made me realise that

you can put your mind to anything

if you care about it enough. I would

say even more so when you are

considered disabled, as we

debate the issue. the science sector is a

collaborative community when it comes to sharing

evidence and tapping into business solutions. Now

they’re discovering the benefits of collaboration

when it comes to diversity too.”

For more information

https://lightyearfoundation.org/

ase Studies Case Studies Case Studies Case Studies Case Studies Case Stu
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naturally don’t give up easily and are

innately strong.

I specifically chose biochemistry

as it was the subject that

incorporated all sides of science,

enabling me to branch off in any

direction. I did my PhD in cancer

research – since much like the

patterns in people, cancer is evolving

and dynamic and changeable, and I

found it hard to pin down, and a

challenge which is exactly what my

ADHD needs. I get bored otherwise.

How do you feel your disability has

impacted you as a scientist?

the best thing about having my

‘disabilities’, or I commonly refer to

as ‘mental variances’ is that you will

naturally think differently, both in

the solutions and also the pace of

them, and also in between fields

since your naturally ‘crazy’, ‘nuts’,

‘weird’ and dynamic nature will give

you an edge, a head start on the

route of exploring. 

In terms of the responses to my

disabilities in the workplace, I have

had both good and bad experiences.

Just to paint you a picture, I often

have short bursts of intense

attention span, perpetual boredom,

anxiety attacks, and imposter

syndrome meltdowns, and often find

it hard to decipher instructions if

vague and not direct and literal. 

If you have the passion, drive, and

hard work ethic, then it’s the job of

the workplace to encourage and

support you, and not make you feel

like you are an inconvenience since

they see past that – that is if they

themselves are able to have

empathy. My work enables me to

work from home some days that

helps me focus in the familiarity of

my home, and also prevent anxiety

attacks from commuting. I also have

a standing desk since my ADHD

won’t let me concentrate when

sitting down for more than 15

seconds. My boss (having seen me

have bawling anxiety attacks in his

face many times in the six months I

have been there) has always

reassured me and supported my

learning as a scientist, such as

encouraging me to look at courses,

such as those in mental resilience or

women empowerment etc, to assist

with me becoming a better

researcher regardless. It does exist.

What are your top tips for a disabled

young person interested in STEMM as

a career?

the weirder the better, and the right

people will love you for it, and for

others it will make them feel

uncomfortable- but it is only because

you challenge them. 

Andrea Chapman
Job Title:

Application

Support

Brachytherapy

Disability:

Dominant optic

atrophy

Bio: I really fell

into Radiotherapy as I was looking

for something to cater for my

passion of Chemistry and Biology. I

saw an advert for the training in

Guildford near me and was

captivated with I went to the

hospital and saw all the

Radiotherapy machines and

Radiographers. My favourite classes

at school and college were

Chemistry and Biology and so

Radiotherapy was great as it

involved the science side of

knowledge. I have always loved

helping people too so Hospital work

is so good for this.

What’s your favourite thing about

your job or about working in STEMM?

Fascinating people and minds! My
colleagues and customers have
incredible minds. I love to share
thoughts and ideas and I also love to
help people who are having issues
with the software that we provide. 

As my disability is my eyesight, I
work on a Helpdesk and so anyone
calling me doesn’t see or know my
issue with my eyes as my company
assist me with large monitors and
magnifiers to help me. It’s great to be
able to work in a field that you have a
passion for.

What are your top tips for a disabled

young person interested in STEMM as

a career?

• You are a perfect example of you!
• Realise what you need from others
to help you. Have a few words that
describe your disability and what
people can do to help you. For
example; “I have an eye condition
called Dominant optic Atrophy. No
laser or eye treatment can help. only
stem cell rejuvenation is the way
forward for me. they are mastering
this in China at present for blind
people and will get to my issue soon. I
need large text and monitors for work
and magnifiers help me in normal day
to day life.”
• this means you take control and tell
people who you are, what your
condition is and how they can help
you. this will make the person you
are with also feel better and less
“embarrassed”. It’s great to be
proactive and open as people really
do want to help. own your disability
and be proud.
• Be proud of who you are. You are
an amazing soul and your body is
your vessel to transport it. Some of us
have more challenges with this, but
always go for your dreams as they
can really come reality. l
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Y
ES, tHERE ARE classrooms, a library, a multi-

purpose PE hall that has seen better days and

corridors resounding to the sound of pupils

hurrying to their next lesson.

the difference is that New College Worcester

(NCW) is an independent boarding and day school

for students, aged 11–19, who are blind or partially

sighted.

When I visited the school, staff talked about Key

Stages 3, 4 and 5 of the National Curriculum,

GCSEs and A-Levels like teachers at any other

school in any other town and there was plenty said

about personal development, academic

achievement, learning opportunities and

independence.

And like at most schools, the ethos at NCW is

about every young person being able to reach their

potential. 

But NCW is different, is unique and is a truly

remarkable place. Situated on the outskirts of

Worcester overlooking the stunning Malvern Hills

the college has a history going back more than 150

years. today it is home, school and a welcoming,

inclusive environment to about 80 mixed-ability

youngsters.

the staff are passionate about what they do.

College Shines Light
in the Dark

New College

Worcester is like any

other school in every

way – but one.
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there is a tangible commitment to the young

people in their care and a drive to provide them

with the highest standard of education and support

that will prepare them for a life of independence

when they leave the college.

A life that will include access to work, mobility

and living confidently and independently in the

wider community.

“NCW is unique,” explains Principal Nicki Ross.

“Yes, first and foremost we are a school committed

to academic achievement like any other. there is a

school day from 8.30am to 4pm, with a choice of

after school activities, homework support and clubs.

“And like at any other school our students have

to manage the complex demands of a changing

world as well as their own personal development

alongside their friends and classmates.

“But NCW is so much more. Lessons are adapted

to be accessible to every individual and class sizes

are small.

“our specialist subject teachers are Qualified

teachers of the Visually Impaired as well as being

qualified to teach the National Curriculum. Each

student has their learning prepared for them in

Braille, large print or digitally, using assistive

technology.” u
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Independent Living
the college’s unique selling point though is in the

enhanced curriculum that focusses on Independent

Living Skills, Access technology, Braille and

Mobility – all tailored to the individual and

timetabled as part of that student’s college day.

Skills that build confidence and resilience, skills

that will get blind or partially sighted young adults

what they need to unlock their potential and skills

that will allow them to live as independently as

possible. 

“NCW offers access to learning but more

importantly it offers learning to access,” explains

Nathalie Emanuel, NCW’s Strategic Lead for

Independent Learning.

“We live in a sighted world and we judge quality

of what we can see. My job is to unpick the way

we think about things, to breakdown a

stereotypical way we do things and then put

together a series of actions that will achieve the

same result for someone who is visually impaired.

“If I threw you a mushroom and asked you to

prepare it you would probably wash it, slice or cut

it. A blind person would do the same, but to get to

the same simple result they have to learn a
different methodology that is safe and works

every-time. It’s the same as washing dirty hands.

We all know the importance of washing our hands,

but for a blind person the importance is knowing

where the soap is, for how long should they wash

their hands to make sure they are clean and then

knowing where the towel is.  So, we stress the

importance of an uncluttered environment and ask

them to sing ‘happy birthday to you’ when they

wash their hands – as basically it lasts the right

length of time to ensure clean hands.”

As well as teaching nutrition, preparing food and

cooking dishes, students are also taught laundry

and clothes care, safety and first aid, the use of

technology to aid identification and personal skills

such as signature development and methods of

money management.

“It’s activities that sighted people take for

granted – cooking, shopping, washing, ironing, u
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taking out the bins! It’s about how to sort things

out for themselves and learning from their

mistakes. It’s about instilling a can-do attitude in

our students,” added Nathalie.

“NCW is about making sure that the young people

leaving our care can move confidently into the next

phase of their lives, whether that be continuing their

education at university, employment or simply

integrating into the wider community.”

Preparing for the Big Wide World
Primarily a residential college, NCW takes a holistic

approach to the children in its care. this means

that learning in the classroom can be reinforced

and embedded in the houses and any welfare

concerns are shared between teachers and

residential staff to ensure a safe and happy

environment.

Younger children live in comfortable lower

school houses, which have a layout similar to any

home, with a kitchen, living room, bathrooms and

bedrooms. Each is led by a Senior Houseparent

who lives in an adjoining property, plus a small

team of staff who care for the students after

school and at weekends in the house.

once they reach Sixth Form there is a whole

new level of independence. Students live in the

purpose-built Sixth Form Hostel, arranged like a

university hall of residence with students sharing

self-catering style units of six students.

“It is so rewarding to see our pupils grow from

shy, frightened youngsters that are scared to let go

of an adult to confident and optimistic

independent young adults,” said Nathalie.

“We and they know it’s not going to be an easy

life but if we’ve equipped them with an education,

the knowledge to make a cottage pie, pour a hot

drink safely, iron a shirt without burning it, book

the right restaurant or even to access a dating site,

then they will not be so vulnerable.”

to find out more about New College Worcester

and the link to the college's You tube videos visit

www.ncw.co.uk or telephone 01905 763933 for

an information pack. l
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S
IR RICHARD StILGoE, known to millions as the

talented lyricist for musicals Starlight Express,

Phantom of the opera and Cats is knowledgeable

and enthusiastic about many things.

things like reading, and the power of music and

art to transform people’s lives.

But not horses
Sir Richard Stilgoe, sits in the boardroom of his life-

changing Surrey charity, for an interview with Living

with Disability, and admits he’s frightened of horses.

And the hundreds of youngsters who’ve studied,

lived, been supported by and now support the

orpheus Centre near Dorking in Surrey are grateful

for that. He’s giving his interview surrounded by their

joyous artwork and photographs recording their

many achievements.

But if Sir Richard had been braver near horses,

their lives, and his, might have taken a very

different turn.

Richard’s illustrious musical career started in

1969: his early career featured a band competition in

which his group came second to the Beatles - there

were only two bands.

He became a household name, featuring regularly

with broadcaster Esther Rantzen on television

programme ‘that’s Life’, writing satirical, topical

songs. And he met, and joined forces with, Andrew

The Orpheus

Sir Richard Stilgoe with

Orpheus students.
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Lloyd-Webber, providing lyrics for some of the

world’s most frequently performed musicals.

“And as happens when you gain a certain degree

of fame, I started to get requests for personal

appearances, to open fetes, that kind of thing,”

Richard explains. “So I agreed, and found myself in

different places, doing different things.”

one day, one of those things was leading a horse

round a parade ring.

“And I’m frightened of horses, and decided there

was probably a very much better way to spend my

time, so I decided it was time to focus on

something I wasn’t frightened of.”

Close to Richard’s Surrey home, an amazing story

was unfolding at St Lawrence’s Hospital in

Caterham. Joey Deacon, who was institutionalised

at the hospital, had been born with cerebral palsy

and was unable to communicate easily. He met

Ernie Roberts, a fellow patient, who was able to

understand Joey’s speech, and repeated it to a third

patient, Michael Sangster, who was able to write it

down in longhand. Between them, and with help

from a local student and his friend, 14 months later,

the group produced ‘tongue tied’ which was

featured on BBC’s Woman’s Hour and eventually

became the subject of a BBC documentary and a

feature on popular children’s show Blue Peter.

“I’d never met a disabled person,” Richard

continues. “But suddenly I became aware of the

power of working together to overcome adversity

and I realised what I could do.”

 Centre
We’re risk takers while

remaining risk alert to

help all our young people

to move forward

u
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Richard’s first venture was to set up a summer

school in his own house, inviting disabled students to

come and live and work together to create music and

art. He worked closely with neurologist Dr Michael

Swallow to pilot music weeks for disabled people.

the first summer schools were a resounding

success but were a short respite for parents or carers

or a brief glimpse of the possible for the students

who attended.

Everyone wanted more
Plans were drawn up, Richard moved out of his

home and handed over the property for the use of

future students and staff.

“We applied to the Arts

Council for funding of just over

£2,000 – and they turned us

down flat: our assessor didn’t

understand what we wanted

to do and refused us the

money. Sometimes it helps to

have a public profile when you

know what you’re doing is

going to be valuable: I made a phone call, we had a

visit from a different assessor and we got our

funding.”

In 1998 the orpheus Centre proper was

established: now an independent college specialising

in the performing arts.

“that summer, five brave students were the first

cohort of youngsters to attend what’s now the

orpheus Centre, to share a love of music and art

with a summer programme of activities that brought

them together to create more as a group than would

ever have been possible individually.

“We were amazingly naïve  an d ignorant back

then: we were learning on a daily basis and

understood very quickly that it was important to

seek advice. I’ve never classed myself as a

completer/finisher but that was all about to change:

I’ve learnt that every detail is vital when you’re

making decisions that will affect someone’s life.”

the centre is now a home and place of study for

up to 50 students between 18 and 25 where they

learn practical skills including

budgeting and computing

alongside song-writing, film-

making, poetry and performing.

It’s a hive of activity and

development with teaching and

support staff determined to help

every student be their best selves. 

the site offers bright, modern supported housing

for 25 students who are encouraged and helped

into independence, with laundry, shopping, cooking,

healthcare and employment support and advice.

Day students make up the other half of the

college’s population, where they come together to

work towards qualifications from awarding bodies

including including oxford, Cambridge & RCA

(oCR), London Academy of Music & Dramatic Art

(LAMDA) and the London College of Music.

on the day ‘Living with Disability’ visited students

were undertaking a range of projects, from running

accessibility audits of the building to creating

poetry to discussing and reviewing the latest film

releases they’d been to see.

“We actively encourage all our students with

self-direction,” explains Moira Lambert, Director of

Development at the orpheus Centre. “We want our

students to be able to live and to learn as

independently as possible and are super-focused on
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providing the right facilities so that happens.”

the site boasts a wide range of impressive

facilities including a state-of-the-art theatre, a

professional standard kitchen with multiple

adaptations so students can cook for themselves, a

raised vegetable garden and music and film studios.

In 2016, the volunteers at the centre – there

are currently 80 – received the Queen’s Award

for Voluntary Service, the highest award for

volunteering groups in the UK. And the centre

has just celebrated its 20th anniversary with

ambitious plans to improve its sports facilities.

“We work with employers and other

organisations to create a much wider community

to benefit every student,” Moira says. “that

includes the YMCA, retailers like Hobbycraft and a

whole host of local and London-based employers.

In their final year, students take part in the

‘Moving on’ programme, helping them to decide

what to do next, visiting ex-students in their own

homes to discuss their experiences and liaising with

local authorities, doctors and dentists and helping

to find paid or voluntary work after college.

“We’ve changed in the past 20 years,” Richard

explains. “ofsted’s inspections have made us less

maverick, but we are still supported by the

tremendous enthusiasm and energy of an amazing

group of students and their parents and carers

who have fought to get their children to where

they are now.

“We have to assess students who apply to join

us very carefully, to make sure the orpheus Centre

is the right place with the right people to help

them achieve their full potential. We’re risk takers

while remaining risk alert to help all our young

people to move forward.

According to the ancient Greek myth, orpheus

played his lyre so sweetly that he charmed all

things on earth, “and our students have the same

effect.” l

Want to find out more about
life at The Orpheus Centre?

If you’re aged 18 – 25 and with a physical or

learning disability and are interested in going to

the orpheus Centre as a student here are your

next steps:

1. Contact the Student Recruitment officer on

01883 744664 or email

studentrecruitment@orpheus.org.uk

2. they will send you more information about

the orpheus Centre

3. Book an appointment to visit the centre.

the orpheus Centre is at North Park Lane,

Godstone, Surrey, RH9 8ND. 

www.orpheus.org.uk

there are a host of events planned to fundraise

for the orpheus Centre this autumn, including

an evening with gardener, broadcaster and

novelist Alan tichmarsh, a sale of paintings by

local artists and a Christmas production of

‘Cindy’ in the Barn theatre. 

Check out www.orpheus.org.uk

for more information.
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F
oR MoRE tHAN 30 years, Camphill

Milton Keynes has been an active,

inclusive place providing support and a

meaningful working life for adults with a wide

range of learning difficulties.  

together with employed staff, the 50 residents

are at the heart of a community of over one

hundred people living, working, crafting, baking,

weaving, creating and making the best of every

part of their lives.

Now, thanks to an innovative range of

initiatives, the Camphill community is welcoming

increasing numbers of local residents and

businesses onto their site thanks to their artisan

bakery, Handmade Craft and Gift Fair and year-

round shop, as well as to productions at the

purpose-built stunning arts venue, the Chrysalis

theatre.  

Camphill is part of a project that started in the

1940s when an Austrian paediatrician left

his native country during the war and

moved to Aberdeen. the doctor, Karl

Koenig, wanted to start an innovative

‘intentional community’ where people with

learning disabilities could live in mutual support,

with each other. As his ideas gained traction,

more Camphill sites sprang up, including the

community in Milton Keynes.

today the residents, referred by their various

local authorities, live in one of two main sites,

living with volunteer co-workers in ten separate

households. they receive help with managing

medications, practical support in the home as well

as neighbour issues, finances, health and general

lessons for life. the team also works with people

who live outside the main community.

“the significance of work and a rich cultural

life and a ‘rhythm’ of life to each day, month 

The land of
bread and honey 
and lots more besides 

u
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and year are still present within Camphill, as is a

deep care for the environment and its

sustainability,” explains Julia Funge, Workshops

and Day opportunities’ Manager at Camphill. 

“We have a wide range of day-to-day activities

designed to help our residents achieve their full

potential and support each other to try new

activities to build confidence and ability.”

there’s a real breadth of choice at Camphill.

Currently attracting hundreds of hungry local

residents a year, the vegetarian café and 

the Camphill craft shop

displays an amazing

array of beautiful gifts,

from meditation cushions to

woollen goods, woven on the

site’s own loom. 
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artisan bakery are both run by

the residents, who produce

seasonal items as well as tried

and trusted favourites. the

popularity of baked goods

means Camphill now runs a

series of pop-up bakeries in the

local community around Milton Keynes, as well as

stocking the onsite café five days a week.

the Camphill craft shop displays an amazing

array of beautiful gifts, from meditation cushions

to woollen goods, woven on the site’s own loom.

to boost the feast for the senses, residents also

grow chemical-free vegetables, fruits and herbs,

using fresh organic produce in the café, creating

chutneys and jams, and selling off their seasonal

gluts. And for those looking for medicinal or

sweeter treats, the site sells its own brand of

Camphill Honey, harvested from the site’s own

10 thriving bee colonies.

“When our residents work alongside our

volunteers, both groups achieve more than they

individually thought possible,” Julia continues. “We

welcome volunteers to come and live with us for a

year – and they come to us from all round the

world. those volunteers often leave with many

more life skills than they imagined: one of our most

recent helpers arrived without having touched a

sewing machine but quickly became inspired and

u

ended up using her skills to produce sought after

items for sale in the shop.”

It’s not all arts and crafts at the site: residents

who can also work alongside volunteers to

develop skills at bike and car maintenance, or to

ensure they’re up to speed with the latest tech

developments.

the care and support onsite is audited by the

Care Quality Commission and the local

authority, and runs as a charity with a board of

trustees made up of supportive professionals

and family members of the residents in the

community. 

“the values of community and

sustainability remain very

important in all the work we do,”

says Julia. “Milton Keynes is a very

urban and integrated community

so links with other charities and

organisations are vital to make

sure everyone has the best

opportunities available.”

www.camphillmk.co.uk

www.facebook.com/camphillmiltonkeynes
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t
HIS StoLLEN RECIPE has been used in our Camphill bakery

for many years. It is very rich and makes a super festive treat.

We sell the loaves in our shop and by the portion in the café with

a hot spiced cordial made with the berries from our garden. the

Stollen has also become a traditional gift that we present to our

day volunteers who give up their time, as a way to say thank you

for helping us in our workshops.

Joe, one of our bakers, will take you through the step by step

guide to creating your own Stollen. In the photos, Joe used 1kg

of flour because we make it in batches of 8 loaves. the recipe

provided uses 500g of flour and should make around 4 loaves. If

you want less please reduce by half, or for more, simply double

the quantities.

Ingredients 
Dough 

500g Strong white flour 

10g fresh yeast (sachet can be

used, check the quantity required

on the pack) 

250ml milk 

Half tsp salt 

25g sugar 

100g unsalted butter 

2 large eggs 

Fruit 50g each of raisins, sultanas,

mixed peel, flaked almonds. 

Half tsp spoon cinnamon rind and

juice of half lemon and half

orange 

1tbls brandy (optional) 

Frangipane 

100g ground almonds 

100g caster sugar 

100g unsalted butter 

1 large egg 

25g plain flour 

1tbs brandy (optional)

Marzipan

150g ground almond 

100g icing sugar 

75g caster sugar 

Small egg white 

Little water to combine

Glaze

50g melted butter 

1tblsp rum (optional) 

Icing sugar for dusting

Stollen

1 2
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Step 1: Make a Dough 

Place the butter in a mixing bowl and

crumble in the yeast with your fingers and

mix. Slowly mix in the flour, milk, sugar, salt

and eggs. once combined, tip out and knead

to make a soft dough. Put the dough back in

the bowl and cover with a tea towel to rest

for 1 hour in a warm room.

Step 2: The fruit 

Combine in a separate bowl and leave to

soak. once the dough has rested for an hour,

tip it out onto a floured surface. Roll it out to

3cm thick and evenly cover with the fruit

mix. Roll the dough back into a ball, return it

to the bowl and rest for a further 30 mins.

Step 3: Make the frangipane and marzipan 

Place all the ingredients listed in the recipe

under the ‘Frangipane’ section in a bowl, and

beat together until you have a smooth thick

batter. In another bowl combine the

ingredients for the ‘Marzipan’ to form a ball:

if it is too wet add a little water.

Step 4:  The filling 

Again, lightly flour the service and divide the

mixture into 4 separate pieces. Flatten out

with your fingers to about 20x15cm

rectangle. Divide and spread the frangipane

mixture then make small balls of marzipan

and scatter evenly.

Step 5: The shaping 

Fold one of the long sides into the centre

over the frangipane and marzipan filling.

then fold the other side over the top and

press down all the edges to seal.

Step 6: The Baking

Place the Stollen seal side down on to a

greased baking tray and leave to prove for 2

hours.

Bake in a hot oven for about 30 minutes.

Step 7: Finishing

Brush the melted butter over the hot Stollen.

Dust thickly with lashings of icing sugar and

leave to cool. l

3 4

5 6

7

8 9

10 11
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